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ACXNC ..X£DGL'_EN 13 
!Bie writing or this paper would net nova been 
possible without the cooperation of a number of different 
persons. A complete list of such persons would be too 
lengthy to be practicable, but the writer would like to 
taKe this opportunity to mention a few who hevo been 
particularly helpful. Kiss Elizabeth lau^hton of uan 
Francisco, niece of Margaret E. Crocker, end IJTS. Kate 
KcComb, granddaughter of Edwin end Kary Crocker, heve been 
particularly interested in this work. Br. Alfred Ileumeyer 
art expert and director of the art gallery of Kills Colleg 
and well acquainted with the Crocker collection has toen 
very helpful. JE&ny libraries have teen consulted, but the 
writer particularly "wishes to express appreciation to 
Miss F. Caroline denzel and her successor, Allan h. 
Ottley, head of the California iection of tna Cclilcrnia 
Etate Library; Alicia Hook,, fTints Room, California . tcto 
Library; Robert E. Buike of the Manuscripts Livision cf 
the Bancroft Library; iirs. Henry *. no well, Jr.» aibreiUn 
of the Frick Art Reference Library of New York; snc the 
staff of the .acraraento City Free Library. Of the 
gallery Itself. Frederick P. Vickery end Den Elrrell, 
past Directors, end Ernest Ven Karlingan. Director; 
Charles kuskavitcn. Conservator; the Board cf Directors; 
and the gallery staff have provided a helpfulness without 
which this work could hardly have been completed. The 
writer has felt particularly fortunate in having had such 
an able committee under which to work at the Collage of 
the Pacific. The dean of California historians, Rockwell 
D. Hunt; iSalcolm R. Kiselen, head of the department of 
history; and Richard H. Reynolds, head of the art depart­
ment, have proven interested and most helpful. I5y wife, 
Florence Subotich Bell, has patiently and encouragingly 
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^D ;1N LiSLA:Jr  CRCCKaR 
Introduction* The k. II. Jracker /.xt Gallery of 
: :acrsm.ento is the oldest public art museum in the '.Vest. 
The author of this study, a tacramentan, has lorjg been 
interested in the history of this institution, how was 
the collection assembled? V.hat is its value? How did it 
come to iaci&taento? that is the nature of the California 
museum Assocation which is the custodian of the collection, 
Tnis paper is an attempt to answer these questions. The 
answers are not as complete as the author might wisn, tut 
taey axe as complete as extant records and accounts allow. 
This study provides a more accurate history of the 
collection ana the gallery than has sometimes teen ^ivan in 
previous accounts. A review of pest recommendations of 
authoritative persons acquainted with tne institution is 
also given in order to present an idea of its future 
possibilities. 
'idwin Bryant Crocker was a man cf uniulfilled 
destiny, but a man cf such energy that his accomplishments 
for good remain to our time. He was bcrn April 06, Itlb, 
1 in dames villa, New yoxk, to Isaac and kliz-a Crocker. 
iaacraiijento Union, June 05, 1575. 
kid win, the f irst  of four sens, together with a brother,  
Cnorles,  was to prove a men of exceptional vision as he 
moved to the frontiers of his country, f irst  to Indian-,  
and tnen to California.  
Lu^ust CI,  1633,- at  the age of III  teen, Ed* in grad­
uated from Troy's Van Eannselaer Institute with a decree 
cf Bachelor of , ,r ts in Engines r ing.His formal education 
was followed by three years of work layin^ out railroad 
lines for the Albany and Schenectady Railroad 
In 1636, having found his wholesale merchandising 
business unprofitable,  Iseac Crocker took his family to 
Indiana, where Mwln later followed. The family cleared 
the land and established a farm.4  Edwin remained for 
about a year ana then his inte-Llectusl curiosity took him 
to the city once more. 
J ,  L. Jernegan, a lawyer of . .outh Lend, Indian-,  
took Edwin into his office as a student.  He made rapid 
progress una was aam-tted to the. bar in 1642. ine youth 
~A l ist  of commissions and l icenses appended to a 
biographical sketch of Edwin Bryant Crocker.  Bancroft 
Library, Cal KfG C-JJ ,  £54:2. 
^Hubert H. Bancroft,  Chronicles of the hgliders of 
the Coram on wealth. VI, 35. 
^Jhion, .Juno £5, lo75» ^tlired Bates,  "Bio^rapnictl  
Sketch of Edwin Bryant Crocker,  1616-1671," p.  1.  
3 
became the partner of his tutor and latex succeeded hin in 
his practice.^ 
In his. early political life Crocker became a Clay 
•hie. He refused to vote for the first anti-slavery 
candidate of that }srtyt but in the second campaign he 
sided with the abolitionists,6 
Edwin Crocker proved himself a men of action in his 
support of the anti-slavery cause, A &rcup of runaway 
slaves from Kentucky was overtaken in Indiana by their 
owners, Crocker volunteered to defend th- runaways with­
out compensation, a write of habeas corpus was hinted Ly 
the court because the pursuers could not sac v. proof ol 
ownership. Crocker ur^ed the slaves to flee the courtroom, 
fae owners tried to stop them and the court was turned 
into a bedlam, Owner Ship was subsequently proved., and 
Crocker was required to pay damages for tiding in the 
7 escape of the slaves. 
Edwin's first marriage was of short duration, ho 
had married i'ary Norton, of hew York, and tnere was bexn 
5 "Edwin try ant Crocker," Cal 1.3'I C-L>» 254:2, p. 1. 
^Eacracento fee. hay 6, lfcbh. 
^Union, June 25, lo75. 
4 
to then a daughter, t-my Norton Crocker. The youa^ 
mothar was rstiur delicate and aied while tary vj.es quite 
ycu.vg.° 
••• ith the elder lory's death, Crocker looked lor now 
opportunities. He had built a lucrative practice ana hea 
acquired some reputation, November SO, ltbO, he was 
licensed to practice before the highest courts of 
Indiana." Yet the illness of his wife, end the very case 
which brought him nation-'*'ide attention had proved a 
financial strain. Ke decided to Join his brothers in 
California, tut first he returned to Few York. 
For the second firs. Crocker, Edwin chose a more 
sturdy woman, Margaret Eleanor Bhodes, He met Margaret 
while she was staying with a sister, firs, ^nna L. fender. 
The two met again at rehearsals cf a choral society.10 
ine Crockexs and Margaret became friends, ana when Mrs. 
i.ery Crocker be eerie seriously ill, Margaret nursed her 
until her death, /ftex Edwin had arrived in Hew York, he 
sent ior i-ar^aret to become his wife. Tney were married 
aisonal letter fro© liis. Kate i.cComb, Cecambex 
50, 1952. 
^List of commissions. 
10can Francisco aunday Call. Lccember 10, 1901. 
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July 6, 1££2, ty henry ..aid reechsr.l^ 
Charles Crocker, togetner with the two other 
brothers, Clark and Henry, had gone to tile far west in 
1° 
It50. *" aa.'-In too v.as challenged* The newly marries 
Crockars took chip to California. In le£2, *&win joined 
Ci-rles in his dry goods business in La eraseato. 
ad ain -rocker was a man ci varied interests, mur­
ing tr,aso early years in Sacramento he participated in a 
number of different activities. On Jkarch 5, labs, the 
Sacramentc i.asicnl Society v.as formed. Crocker had been 
instrumental in its formation and was its president iox 
several years 
Cdsin experimented with new agricultural crops l'or 
the Sacramento Valley. At the State pair he exhibited such 
items as corn, potatoes, raisins, tobacco, peanuts, sugar 
14 
c-ane, cotton, vinegar plant, and mangets. 
^£ea, Play 6, l£b5; List of commissions. 
i2Baricroft, Chronicles. VI, Cti. 
l^pae: amen to Age. ..ugus t 23 , 1L56. Lest listed as 
1 resident in tne aacramento directory« lt0c-165Sf. 
14 Trans get ions of the Gal ifornia Ctstc .ricuiturnl 
..ociaty Dui Irs; the rear lc5o, p. 550, et i assla; iransac-
tions. lc5S, p. 150, et rassim. 
6 
It ves CrocMer's j.ntLic£t in agriculture which 
affords us a first  ̂ lisipse ci his interest in the ^rapnic 
-rts. cjneng the artists represented at the state ftir, 
Orocirer saw so:i.e of the paintings of Charles ens .,rthui hill 
of Can Francisco.-1-5  tie was later to tcccjjic the Muftis' 
c..ief patron#-1-6  Again ug find hJUr. a member of the 
cojiiiittse on tn«, plans for tft- new agriculture p;vilion lor 
the Fair 
The fix::; of Clockif, hehunc, and hotinson, attorneys-
ut-lew, was estntlished in July of It54• cn >ovetiter 37, 
1652, Crocker had received his first California cor-!...ission 
as notary public. By hay 7, 1653 f  he had teen admitted to 
practice before the Cuprema Court cf California 
Crocker's courtroom canner was powerful and cutting, 
although .m v;cs good-natured and tig»Uearte6 outside tne 
court. As Q lawyer he was alert and industrious rather 
than known icr brilliance in oratory.1^ In a state v.nsre 
^5ibid., 1655, pp. 162-54. 
16C~rol J. wilson, Curar->s Trc-f-sure Irads. p. 12. 
no rctiens. 1659. p. 274. 
^cList cf commissions. 
i e/«lonzo ^ helps, Ccntecrorary bio, .rarhy of 
California's r c-rresentstive Len, p. 140. 
United states legal principles ted teen so newly applied, 
Crocker's knowledge of tna coar.cn lew T: roved an advantage, 
us v.as careful to make thorough preparation in each case, 
id win Crocker become known tc his colleagues is t foimi-
dable opponent•20  
In 1856, Crocker published his California Litest 
of the rulings of the .upreme- Court of California. It vas 
written to meet g need for r concise took cn the California 
state Justices' opinions on the law of the as- stats, in 
this work he attempted to _ive "not only the ex-.ct point 
decided ty the court, but also, briefly, the reasons and 
principles cn which tha decisions are founded. It can 
be presumed that this writing was one of the reasons tnnt 
n.e was later appointed to a position on that sons court. 
On June 22, 1655, a state temperance convention net 
in haciaTianto. Although only about one hundred persons 
were present, they set up a forward-looKin^ platform which 
anticipated various reforms now taken for antea. The 
purpose of the convention was set forth in e resolution 
proposed by L. i..  Crocker and adopted by the convention. 
2°Aates, "biographical Sketcn," p. 1. 
21  bd win B. Crocker, California Di,;est: Being a 
Digest of dec is ions of the ihneae .^our t  of the Ctate of 
California, p. iui. 
The resolution stated that ho delegates were dissatisfied 
with t  he a fill  let ions of the candidates already nominated 
to tne map-r esse Court of the state ana proposed to ru-ne 
thair own Candida tar.  They founded the Peoples Tarty ol 
Californie, The convention r.rde nominations only where 
tiiary felt  the other candidates were unreliable cn the 
temperance question. The platform elso advocated e leu to 
register voters end thus help ^ us rentes the "purity of tuo 
tallot-bcx.Crocker was made a member of tha state 
com.ittea, 
Tdwin Ciocher4s dissatisfacticn v.ith the political 
leadership In California, his evident realism as to the 
actual influence of any part tesed upon th: idea cf 
tempcience In California in the 1C50'j,  <^nd h~c convic­
tions against slavery, led hid to the foxefrcnt in the 
establishment of a.notner new party in California, Xnis 
tine the party . .as to ta one of lasting influence, the 
* -.or- u bl icon jx-Z ty. 
In lb56, California's capital city had but tuo 
rionouncedly anti-slavery lawyers, bwin I ,  Crocker t-nd 
^•"infield J.  b: vis,  History of Iolitical Conven 
tions in California, P* 47. 
Cornelius Cole.^ Xm.se nun, tcw£tj ,cr  with Collis  i .  
iiu.i t inj . tci i ,  ii -rk ^oplrirss, Lelt .nl  i tsaferd,  C;y . r l«.s  
Crocker# and iv.rdly ncie trwr:  i -  cozen otnv.rt#  ' -vera 
responsible icr  tho i 'c  unci i : : j  ci  the republican ; i rty in 
California.- '^ in the announcer-:nt  which are teen celled 
the "Pirth Certif icate of tn;  republican .  rr ty in 
California, larch t, It£6," 1. 1. Crcchc:'a i.mc :n,j-d: -the 
l ist  el '  t . ienty-tvcO .niaaas.^5  His sen pledged t.n>. ir  unity 
in carryin^ cut the yrinciiies of the ne. .  ;crt„ .  li:  action 
they acre to confront entrenched j .  cl iticit ne ,  ;  v l tr-clic 
press,  and people a ho tool:  thoix poli t ics scr 1- usly •  
Edwin Jrceher, as county party lender,  * reside::  
over the f irst  ioess r .eetinj  of republicans in -nlriornia 
at  ^acxa-i-nto,  Lpril 10. loES. . . l thoujh . .o v.as j^r: . : , tUo 
to op en to- xceetinw  without disturbance,  tru. first  £..<*• kcr 
v.as .net  vi th such a noisy reception by tne suj;oxters of 
^Catherine G. Phillips, Coxnsj^us Q£l£. 
iicncex end United States senator, p. "o ie r^ J". Leen  
^o-ITTl^i base; a .aXifcrnion v.ncso freed i;crc been 
u_sticyed. 
34Ccrn3lius Cole, le.r.oirs of Ccrnellu^ Ccle, 
pp. 112-13. 
2up hi l l irs,  op .  cit . .  P• ^6.  
-6jnlen. .iune 86, lt-75. .n ex-arl" 1'S t*"v ' 01 
.1 carnal isr:  is  seen in the uicranento 
Its-be Journal, .-.a^ust 2h, lieo. 
10 
the /.T.erlean ani ien.QCiat ic y rti-^s present tri .  u  no could 
not ts nesid. finally the crowd rushed tno stt^e ana 
overturned tnv, speaker's stand ,  thus ena-n^ t .n ^et^. 
Crocker c^*;in presided ,.s temporary caii-t .-i  - t  
the first statu convention of th- party cn .prii  00, ldfio. 
This t ine there were one hundred twenty-iiva Uols^at-s 
\ 1 ejent fx os, t  airteen ccuaties, inis co.1 vuntsoa <. tatwd 
it*- op;coition to slavery in tne national territories, to 
tii3 roXiticul j  over of slavery in the funeral Ocvox*n-ent, 
tc the interference with, slavery in the states already ~c 
est blishfcd, and pxcclainea slavery a utter of statu 
rather tinn federal concern. I t  also declared i ts L<—.-.uf 
that a trans-continental railroad was a xsattel ci «»ilitc,xj ,  
portal,  and eo.nsercial necessity, and a an a yusfc gutter 
07 
ci" concern for the federal &cvexjxiient." 
Uiuin CiccivOi was naned as one of Uia f irst u®lw-
tcs tc tin- national convent ion.£ e  do served on tuo 
state ccnaittee through several c^pai^ns. he was 
frequently coaled upon fo- work with the resolutions 
ccsnittee, and in ether v ays took an active p^xt in the 
^Ihii-.ips, oc. cit . ,  p. t l• 
Lcc. cit .  £8 KiO'
11 
party's organisation oaa Its **a a spuuitui no 
13 his addresses politically a-^rcssive, una coulu fce-
ecr.o oratorical if the occasion demanded.^ -einnps nis 
most solemn cfidxor.F tns c.a tie occasion el a manorial 
jnvetins foiled ins -Lincoln's a c s c s.s iuia t ic. ̂ • he iionoiea a 
;tc cf vher' la hod proved £ staunch eupj. or "tax c 
fdviiri Tryant Cxocfesr to cane an ;.ss(/Oi-t«i justice of 
TH* 1:11 forhie. -"tats Supreme C^uit, i'.ay _JL, look. his 
>-•• po infer.cn t -as . u-dc by Gov ex nor L«land -Lunioid upon too 
resignation cf C'iaf Justice _t=pn.n; J. field.cl ouxin*; 
this tern-:, dope served as ini-f Justice, taiti hazard 
for ten was the other associate. John Surrey , a .successor 
to Crocker en the Juprezxe Court, lociceu upou Crocker as a 
a: n of Si«at ability# he axpiuineu Crocker • a extra-
orcinary productivity in silting opinions as follows; 
It \<t- s iiis habit to take to nis ciiaaLers a luncn 
basket, in order to save to himself the hour usually 
sot apart as the tircc for luncheon. If a case hoc 
been well argued by the counsel in his brief, justice 
Crocker »s iisbit was to 1 olios it closely provided he 
39Union, July i, 1661, reports on one such speech. 
cCjjnion, «p ril 16, 1665. 
51(;y j in if. i»«iiurxay, Hnn historical oka ten ci tne 
ru.reme Court of California,H lae Recorder, Can rxanc^co, 
historical ana Csntgnrorery igview cf Rencn ona ui_ an 
California. p. 66. 
12 
agreed with such coir.sel in his conclusions. He 
disposed of the ccuit calendar so rapidly as to keep 
his essociates busy reading and considering his 
opinion /sic7.32  
Another oi'  hit legal associates, Cornelius Cole, *rltlng 
some years later, called Crocker a p,iest lawyer, and 
7 
believed that his opinions at a justice would stand. 
ina number cf opinions whica orocker ^.rote still 
stands as pioai^Icua*^ in his seven months on the fcencn 
hs wrote about 237 opinions, several times the number 
that good judges were writing in a year. ~ jresent-dey 
attorney of dan Francisco, J. Edward Johnson, says of 
Crocker ,s productivity, "he holds the all-time record in 
rapid production of opinions in his Court, and not improb­
ably in all Judicial history. 
22John Currey, "fclitical History oI California," 
PIS, p. 56. Currey also points out that Crocker and aortca 
were the only members of the ~hig ox hepuLlic»-n parties to 
serve cn the bench until after 1665. rbla., p. E6. 
S3cole, opm clt..  p. 129. 
34^harles A. Tattle, herorts of Cases oetoralncu xn 
tna hurremo Court of the State of California. Volume _o, 
1663, passim.; curtis e. xlillycr, Heports cf Ccs<^ kgjter-
mined in th« .unerce Court of tag etate oi ^alriornra. 
Volume 22. 1665. passim. 
enteoiber-uc toter, 1949. 
Attorney Johnson writes that Jjdwin Bryant Crocker 
was one of the two or three meet striking and colorful 
justices in tiie history of the California • State Supreme 
Court. 
For boldness end courage he stands unsurpassed* 
On the tig isouas he always came cut the winner. ho 
men who rims served on the Court ever nad occasion to 
experience tne feelings of champion more tniii ha.30 
On the quality of his opinions, Johnson comments that 
despite the speed of production ". .  .a  ̂ oodly represen­
tation of tiiwc i.iave been selected by leading casebook 
writers as constituting correct expressions of the true 
rules."37 
Under a Constitutional amendment of 1662 the three 
justices in office at the end cf 1663 were legislated out 
of office to be replaced with a court made up of five 
justices. K. B. Crocker did not attempt to continue his 
judicial career.^ 
The visit of Theodore £• Judah to hacramento was to 
vieve one of tcia important moments in the development ci 
the west. The success of the venture which followed was 
3^xbici. .  p« 336. 
3?Ibid.. p. 341. 
3^riubert IU Bancroft, history cf California, VI 
ig 3 ** v> •  
14 
due to the herd work of several man, including id*in 
miocker. Judah tied exhausted his own finances in his 
twenty-two survey trips over the sierra Nevada. fountains 
seeding the best route for a trans-continental iailwuy 
Ha had failed to get the necessary aid in Lion Ironcisco, 
so he turned as a last hope to bacramento businessmen. 
This was th«. city which was to La the western terminus of 
the first line, in the spring cf lfcSl Judah was intro­
duced to Governor Leland Stanford, ink ifopkins, and E. L. 
and. Charles Crocker. January 2bth this group organized 
taw Central Pacific Railroad. Edwin was net a me.ltor of 
the original hoard cf Directors, but joined tne hoard a 
fe« months later.40 His purchase of ten shares of stock 
was small as compared to the one hundred filty shares eacn 
of Stanford, Huntington, .Hopkins, Judah, and ah^rl6s 
Crocker.41 
29j.bld.. p. £44. 
4GEoth Hubert Bancroft end John ?»• Robinson nave 
listed E. E. Crocker as one of the original directors. 
This seems in error. Bancroft, or. cit., Vli, -'44, nubcrt 
n. rancroft, Chronicles of the inrOHers of tao ComjTionwe|ltii' 
Vli, £12: John h. Robinson, fne octopus t p. 4, ci., V" 
June 29, 1561, and J na 25, lfc7t>; ^ lvxn La 
torv of fcacraronto County, p. 197, citing tne ..rtXaXes 
incorporation j anu Cerinda r.vans, ——— 
Huntingten. I, 71-73. 
41hancroft, California.. Vli, 544. 
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Edwin's training was to prove or value in the 
building of the re lire ad. As an engineer with field 
experience in laying track, he was able to make practical 
suggestions from time to time. As a lawyer and former 
jurist, he became a most effective legal counsel for trie 
Company. general agent of the Company ha undertook an 
office that required considerable executive end administra­
tive ability.42  His background and drive made him one of 
the most valuable members of the Board of directors.43  
Crocker threw himself into the work of the rail­
road witn his characteristic energy and enthusiasm. His 
work as legal counsel alone would have been enough for 
one men. He was involved with such problems as th« miner­
al rights of the lend grants to the Company by Congress. 
Ha kept in contact with his old Sacramento law colleague, 
Seantor Cornelius Cole, on measures of importance to the 
Company being considered by Congress. Again his attention 
was taken up ».ith the incorporation of the Contract and 
Finance Company to provide funds for the continued fcuild-
in0  of the road. Such an active organization had many 
42jonnson f  op* » P* 333* 
43Jnion, June £-5, 1675; ihillips, o^. £i£• > 
pp. 166-39. 
16 
legal problems to occupy its legal counsel.^ 
Crocker *s railic; a txper lence in .\:ew York Oavo him 
an insight into the problems v.nicn Cnarles vas encounter­
ing as tne field airector of the building oi tne iaed. in 
one instance Charles was tunneling a mountain with the 
hanu labor of the Chinese coolies* dwin prodded his 
brother to use steam driven drills to speed the o;eration. 
His pleas went unhaeded, but this was to be the last cf 
the hand-hewn tunnels.^ 
ie can see Edwin Crocker's influence in many 01 tne 
solutions which the Company lounu. to its problems. «<aen 
labor became snort in laying the road in the ruao^d 
mountains, he ana Stanford petitioned the iederal govern­
ment lor the use of five thousand Confederate prisoners 
to be used as laborers. The conclusion of the war eudec 
the possibilities of this scheme. Becallln^ the industry 
ci the Chinese miners they sug0ested tno importation oi 
coolies to relieve the critical labor shortage. 
In -pril, 166-7, Edwin Crocker and ..tanlord urged 
Cnaxles Crocker and ilark Hopkins to buy the old Castem 
44p»encroft, California,. Vli, 661 Edwin L. cabin, 
fuildin^ the lecific Pailway. p. 162; Phillips, on. cit., 
pp. 102-64. 
45cscmr Lewis, The Big Four, pp. 76-9. 
46jtid., pp. 69-70. 
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i&cillc Railroad• This extended tne Colony's track to 
can irancisco Bay.4 7  
b'iAy 10, 1669, Crocker attended tne ceremonies ci '  
tne uniting of the Central Jaciiic end Union Pacific lines 
690 miles cast of Cecramento at iromentcry, Jtaa.4 t  
twin's energy and enthusiasm caused c constant 
drive 'A:jioti w.as to strain him beyond his physical capa­
cities. Following the successful completion of one cf 
the Company's involved le^l actions, he suiicred a 
paralytic stroke in ban Francisco, Juno, 1669, Although 
he lived for another six years he never fully recovered. 
He withdrew from the Company, but under the terms cf tne 
financial settlement his fortune continued to Orov..4" 
In 1069, the Crcckor family moved into a more 
fashionable home. In fsn adjoining l°t tney started tne 
4 7ueorbe T. Clark, heland atanlord, pp. hom-46. 
Xae western Pacific referred to is not one seme company as 
that cf today, 
46:^tin, 0£. clt . ,  p. C5. Tne painting by Thomas 
Hill ,  " Tne i .rivin^ of tne hast dp i .e." hsn^ir^ in tne state 
Ca;itol at iscramentc, snows E. B. Crocxer in wnat . .as sain 
to bo a characteristic attituue. Tne last Crlkc, p. -4; a 
pamphlet on the painting, containing a hxstcr; ei tne 
project• 
49for the terms of the settlement, cf.  lewis, ca,.  
cit . ,  p. 107; Robert L. Fulton, The Eric cl the Overland, 
p, 106; and Evens, 0£_. clt . ,  pp. bl6-lo. 
1L 
construction o 1' an art gallery and general recreational 
center. VItii tne building under v.ay the; left for „uxopo. 
The Gxcckexs arrived in Germany in 1670 durin^, a 
period of disquiet. The Franco-j ru-.sisn -ax v.as causing 
many loxei0nexs to leave Germany, cut the Greeners race it 
their center cl activities.Xney visited nmstdrdhsi, 
Vienna, Innsbruck, Munich, ixa0ae, Nuremberg,. probably 
tieaca, anu perhaps Italy. Their Baedeker and otn_r travel 
guides indicate that they enese the better hotels, visited 
many art ^a^leiies and a famous Bohemian glass shop in 
x ro^ue. Tae„ made Biesden their temporary home ana caat-r 
cl ait purchases.^- They also had a family poxtxait none 
sac..iai thorn skating cn tire ice.5,2 
i'ne Blockers retained to Bscramento September BO, 
io7£..2^ Xhe paintings which they had purchased had 
already teen shipped to dan irancisco. In th; t city some 
canvases were supplied v»ith frames by tne workshops ol 
inn- and Bees. There followed cn exhibition cf 160 of the 
^^dacremento News. duly 6, 1012; Art. . lctcxial _pnc 
Industrial (London), 1;4C, August, 167C. 
Slfxesden seems to be the place nest named by family 
descendants ana published references. Letter, Bargaret 
.iCdgson to Lliaabetn i^u^hton, ..ovember g3, 12bg. 
SSA jointing belonging to descendants of the family. 
bSpacramgnto Dally Be cord, September hi, 167B. 
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paintings st  r.he ^elleries cf that firm lor tine Leneilt  ol '  
turn iIomaid Lensvolent Association cf Decremento. Tne 
exhibition proven very popular with the people ci '  hen 
ilencisco in the fall cf 1671.°  ̂
Crocker returned to bacramento in time to join the 
î assiz Institute, in v.nicn ue be cane curator of the 
department of l ine arts.5 0  Ha busied hi/: .self in the enjoy­
ment cf his now recreational buildin^, oversow the hanging 
of his paintings, and added Jelifomle works to his 
collection. Tea years after his heath i t  v.&s estimated 
that he and spent about £4GC fUC0 on art  works.5 6  
EiS. Augusta L. Doyle entered the docker household 
as a governess in lb75.57 Ghe apparently had some 
interest in art  ana Crocker permitted her to use the 
material of his art  purchases to write the first  catalogue 
Ci t ' j  
of  the collection. The catalogue was printed in lb76.^0  
54qan  Francisco Chronicle.  October lb,  1l71; man 
Francisco bally jd.ta California. .  October lb,  1671. 
55^ roceedln, .s of the ^ ass 1 z ins t i tute cl_ pacra.ncn-
to,  del. .  p .  lo. 
5 6Uriio_n, P ay S, Ibbh• 
57John F. Uhlhorn, The aacramento Directory, lor,  the 
Year lb7? . p. 225. 
bb'x'ne- n&ci amen to . .eekly and nit  a dslllcrnla,  'F e t" 
ruary 5, 1910, mentions that furs.  Doyle spent ever a year 
in..  Europe working in preporatien fer this C a t^C o^|j^L^:u e  
dates involved make this appear improbable, The catalog -
nas attributions wnich are obviously incorrect.  
Law in Iryant Crocltex £ lid on the aft-mcon of 
Jane £4, 16.75, at the a^o cf fifty-seven years. for vices 
w<ei s hold in his hone, ith the Lover ana I, .  jh. in die of 
the ionjrejational Church of licit tin«i.6^ Lelt-hd Stanford 
and C, r,  huntin^ton wore aacnj his pallbearers. iia wis 
tar led in -acrnaeuto • s Jity J-netery wnere no ..ad ;  Ixetuy 
purchased and ia:proved a plot.60  
Charles Crcchci looKed after til- it—dy's ilnanciol 
interests after Ldwln's death. 1'he fortune continued, to 
•aod.6^ o 
Ldwin Crcclccr was described by his friends as 
corpulent, oi buoyant spirit, cheer- ul, nonest, ant. a nan 
oi ci.at industry.63  la® Oueraaocto t-r Association Held 
a LiOi;:oiial session at v:hica ha was eulogized ty his 
colleagues with sincere references to his honor, ind stry, 
courage in facing unpopular issues, the quality ci hxs 
Judicial decisions, end for his teaserete habits.6"" 
Si?Peg, June S4, 1675, and June £6, 1675; Union, 
June 65, lo7o. 
bOjCQ. clt. 
61 Francisco Laily Alto oaliioxn, July ——» 167o. 
6scarxay. 'political history," p. 'j00^.» 
.orsond history &rA • adnisccncss, p» hi', ihht* * 
1075. 
63Bates, "Biographical .Ketch," p. hi bee, June 56, 
1075. 
iui- in Bryant Crcch^x Le^-.n a  t ied it ion cf  0ener-
cslty which his  ulfa was to enlarge• tn.  hi:  ceu^hter,  
Louise i rassett ,  s  to cent true.  The Mt l lexy 
, .5^ frequently used to aid v or thy enuseo,  cr.a -A  as often 
cloned to the public v. ituout civ r^e.6 4  The oood whicn he 
did remains,  hut today he is  l i tt le  recognized for his  
ace ompl ishasnt o« 
6 4Union,  d'ano in,  lL7b; Xoe,  i .arcn b,  Xt75 
MARGARET LLCANOR CROCKER 
Portrait by 
Francis Marion Pebbles 
Courtesy of the E. £. Crocker Art Gallery 
; A 
Ori/u Trii II 
rUiKUjlXh'/l J-Uv- *r\t'i 61{ aI"lV-S Iv ._. i \ 
The early life of Margaret Eleanor Crocker was not 
an easy one. Che was born February 25, 1624, to John and 
Eleanor Khodes, the youngest of a family of twelve Child­
ren. Coon after the family moved from Dennsylvania to 
Ohio the father died, Margaret was born after his deatn. 
Life was a struckle on the frontier farm, but the mother 
succeeded in raising her family. 
Eleanor Fhodes died whan Margaret was twenty-four 
years old. The young woman than stayed with various 
members of the family until  she married Edwin Crocker.1  
Edwin and Margaret 's first residence in Sacramento 
was with Edwin's brother Charles above his dry goods store. 
Their first year, 1052, was one of double uisastor. Tne 
fire which destroyed much of the town burned the store. 
Margaret,  seriously i l l  with typhoid fever at the time, 
had to be carried out of the path of the fire. Later that 
same year their one-room cabin was flooded by the over­
flowing Sacramento diver 
^•Eacrernonto Bee« May 6, 1685. Cf. _cn Francls co 
Sunday Call.  December 15, ISCI. 
%-ee. May 6, 1885. 
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Edwin and Margaret had live children in addition to 
Pary, a daughter by Crocker's first wife, PCexy Norton. 
The only son, Pdwin Clark, died in infancy. In addition 
to Fary, only Jennie Icuise, i-lxs. Jacob Cloat Fassett of 
New York, and Amy, the Princess Galitzine, lived a normal 
span of years 
Ttie outstanding traits of character of Plnrgaxet 
crocker were hare trust in people, her boundless gener­
osity , and hex fnllnlte goodness, Her attitude concerning 
those who would take advantage of her was that of the 
businessman who expects a certain percentage of loss in 
his enterprise. Her wealth was a trust to be useu for 
the greatest good. There were so many applicants for her 
assistance that it became necessary for her to have a 
secretary to handle the cases.^ 
Faiguiet Crocker became Sacramento's "lady bounti­
ful."5 Relatives, friends, and the whole city benefited 
from nar munificence. To several relatives she deeded 
houses which they had started to buy, some Cacramentans 
5amy wrote a romantic and exaggerated autobiography, 
And I'd Do It 
4Eee, Pay 6, 1665; ..infield J. Davis, History of 
sacramento County. p. 147. 
5Call. December 15, 1S01. 
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received monthly stipends to improve thoir 1 inane ial 
position, ana cna nepiia* received a home and hotel in Los 
Angeles. whs gave land to the city for a school play — 
ground and for an addition to the city cemetery.' '  . .he 
founded the Eell Conservatory, a nursery and florist snop, 
where the poor could obtain free flowers to decorate the 
graves of their loved ones.® Again she came to the aid of 
a distressed home for aged gentle-women, the Nai6uorite 
i ioi i ie ,  with ample housing and generous endowment.^ v.hen 
she finally moved to fJew York she gave her home as a 
shelter for unmarried mothers.^0  Of all these there 
remains but the art gallery. 
Tae gallery was a place where Mrs* Crocker enter­
tained for her daughters and gave receptions for the 
political leaders of the state. It was also to hex the 
^Sacramento Record-Union. January 31, 19C2. 
?Sacramento Times. December 1, 1901. 
e£his institution was soon turned over to a relative 
and this unbusinesslike practice had to be terminated cue 
to the large number of applications for free flowers. 
Personal inter viae., Pert Gaisreiter, July 26, 1953. 
9rrnlon. August 12, 1666; Call ,  December 15, 1901. 
IQjnlon. Janu-ry 31, 1S02, 
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living embodiment of her husband's achievement, r. 'o l ittle 
pleasure must have ccmc to Mrs. Crocker when notables 
traveling tarcu^h ^acremento vis tod her ^allery. The 
visitors* book contains the signatures of such, persons as 
Liliuokalani, deposed queen of Hawaii, who visited the 
gallery in April, 1876; General U. S. Grant, October £3, 
1679; and. Oscar i. ' ilde, <-pril 6, 16o£.^ Tne nijit of 
Ms, Crocker* s decision to give the ^.sllery to the people 
of gac reman to must have been one filled with recollec­
tions of these years of sadness and gaiety which had teen 
hers in Cacramento,*^ 
May 6, 1865, was declared a holiday in Sacramento 
to honor Mrs. Margaret E, Crocker for her many benefac­
tions, tut particularly for her magnificent gift of the 
,S. E. Crocker ~rt Gallery. The schools, tanks, shops, 
and stores were closed. No freight was received at the 
train depots. The snops of the Central Pacific were 
closed. 
-^-Visitors Piocord Book, ca. 1675 to August 5, l66o, 
pp. 18, 47, 117. 
12fee pp. 52-57. 
festival of Flowers ,  Given in donor of 
Margaret g,. Crocker by the Citizens of oacremento, Cali­
fornia. i ay 8.» loc5. pp. 5 XX. 
£6 
The people of Sacramento planned a celebration In 
which everyone could take part.  They even Invitee one 
neighboring towns to participate. The new state a0iii;_il-
tural pavilion on the capital grounds, the largest 
building in Caliiornia, was tne center oi activities. 
14 JEands, orchestras, and choruses entertained the ciowas. 
Sacramento could not supply all  tne flowers; tons of 
were brou0ht in from all  over the state. 
When i ' i is.  Crocker and her escort ol '  lauies were 
driven to the hall,  white clothed children linoa the way 
throwing flowers before the carriages. The entourage 
arrived at the pavilion to find row upon row oi floral 
bowers, temples, and other ornamentation. In the center 
wes & Maypole around whicn a hundred children danced. 
Ms. Crocker was seated upon a dais surrounded by 
prominent ladies. Three thousand children passed by. escn 
leaving a bouquet of flowers until  the lady was entnr 
above a solid bank of blossoms. 
In the evening a grand ball was given, 
climax.c by the presentation to Ms. -rocker of Xcux 
tablets of solid gold end silver, r e* re-e^tirq. 
"union. IPX 11 2C, IfcfcB; Pea. i*ril  *>. 
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the history of California. The presentation was feeder by 
tha Sacramento society of California Pioneers, fifteen 
thousand -acramontans honored this generous woman.^ 
In the years between her husband's death and her 
final departure from r-acramento, firs. Crocker spent an 
increasing amount of time away from the city. Her 
sister, i>nna Bander, with whose family she had lived in 
South Fend, had moved to Los Angelas. Mrs. Crocker 
built a house and a hotel there. Amy, her youngest 
daughter, married Richard Porter Ashe of iBn Francisco, 
jy.xs. Crocker ^ave them a house for a wedding present, and 
frequently visited thera in this can Francisco home, the 
built a summer home, "Idlewild," at Lake Tahoe, whore she 
loved to hike and to fish. Her older daughter, Jennie, 
T A 
had married J. oloat Fcssett end had moved to New York. 
Fury, Bdwin's daughter by his first wife, ̂ -fter an un­
happy marriage in Sacramento, had also left., she too 
finally settled in New York.17 -Amy was destined to have 
short marriages, five in all. Some twelve years after the 
•^Bae. Fey 6, 1665. 
16i>ll, December 15, 1901. 
17Pexscnhl letter from Kate FcCoab, December ZOt 
1952. 
Judge's death, Aisy «,&s carried to Jackscn Oour&ud, her 
third husband,, end was living in Mew York. lis. Crocks 
wished to be near hex family, Jre noved into a house 
near Affix's on Larchmont i rk. Shortly after puxcnasing 
noma on East forty-ninth Street, the incurred a Ions 
illness. from which sha did not recover.1 
Jhii&axet Eloanor Crocker died in Mew York, 
December 1, 1901, seventy-nine years of age. hex ashes 
viere returned to Sacramento end interred naxt to her 
husband in the city cemetery. 
^Bee, May 6,. 1S85; Call, December 10, 1901. 
Margaret E. Crocker is last listed in the Sacramento 
Directory of 1867-1688. 
19Call. Dacecber 12, 1901, 
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TH' J  af HCJ »..«iJ ilLivJ«^X_.»j i . i  ". UwH .wiXwn 
«aiexlean students of the history of art *oulcl have 
teen hard put to ilnd examples ol '  European painting In ttm 
United States in 167C. There *ere collections of jaiut-
in^s in /ashington, Ealtlmore, Me* Ioxk, Mew liaven, and 
Chicago. None were to be found in the «est.  Tae 
cultural backwardness of tne United atetes was -  cnallcn^Q 
to Europeans, some were hoping to civilize ..nerice;^ 
ethers expects- to capitalize on tne undeveloped taste and 
the innocence cf . ' . /nericons who visited Aurora.<~ 
In making his collection, Crocker had to- ruco0nizG 
several limiting factors. The Crockers arrived in bur ope 
during the franco -.truss inn ••mi. This may have been Lota 
an asset and a disadvantage. Tne need ior money may n^ve 
brought some art pieces on tne market whicn would not 
otherwise have beer* available. It  did c^use an int«.rru ;  
tion of tne work cf the academies of hunich end ^usseluori,  
l j .  Jackson Jarves ,  »->itI- us earns, --p-teur.s, ,  jnd 
in America, * ^rt journal, Ucnd-n), - .1. **-y .  i«ztists 
1670. 
p  .  - r t  T r c p  :  j r ^ i i  a n d  i n t r  1  > a ,  2James Henry Duveen, gTL — 
pp. 60-67, 
cities where many of his acquisitions were executed,'5  
The state of Crocker's health must ta-vo mode It 
apparent that ho had a limited amount cf time in voich to 
collect and en^oy his treasure, Ilr. Jama Trive.5 
apparently did not I cjcojnizs this factor whan he observed 
that Crccksr v/as too r.ruch of a railroad man to allow him­
self the tars necessary for the building up of a cood 
collectic.n.4  Time was precious, but because of the state 
cf Crocker's health rather than a habit cf efficiency# 
Crocker was limited too by what could bo obtained 
at that poitlenl-r time. The dpcra-iento Gnlo.i, eleven 
years after his death, observed tht he did not brinm back 
the very best paintings extant for he did not have the 
opportunity at that particular time to purchase just want 
critical ait jud^cnt vould have rreforred.5  Time is an 
essential factor in the buildins hp cf any pi eat collection-
rclomon end ate Gump of irancasco telu ».ii 
story that e mutual acquaintance met Crocker in freshen end 
3i» - X£ cc• f-p " Art ,  iictcr iel and Indu s tris 1 Cl^h~ 
don), 1:20, August, ie?07 
^ una S. Trivas, r tiesser Known American collections, 
1, In* E. 1. Crocker »rt Gallery of Uacxamento, Jaliioxnie, 
U.S.A.," Arollo, 32:136, December, 1S40. 
Ssacriaento Union. r.uaust 12, 1066. It ihwia be 
noted ttiat i-.rs. diooitax v.as still In ~acIfcl.ento at srus 
time. 
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that Crocker related th- t  he had Just accomplished his 
purpose by buying out c dealer's complete stock.6  This 
story cannot be verified today. It might be noted, how­
ever, that if it were so there should la s. common dealer's 
stamp on the talk of the paintings purchased in Europe. 
There is no such common label. It mi^ht be countered that 
since many of the canvases were shipped without f.ernes 
fron Europe to can Francisco and taere framed in tne shop 
of Enow and Hcos, sucn a label might net appear. '  even 
so r  tne dealer would probably have put his firm's name on 
the back side of the canvas, come indeed, do snow sucn a 
stamp. He cords of Edwin Crocker's European purchases ere 
not known to exist.6  This information, then, cannot be 
used for verification of the Gumps' story. 
6Carol Green Wilson, Gumr-'s Treasury Trade, p. 12; 
personal interview, Alfzed Naumeyer,. duly i.» 1953. Irs. 
Osborne Selsen, note in the gallery files, October, 194o. 
variation is that it was a collector ratner than a 
dealer who sold to Crocker. Personal interview ,  Frederick 
p. Vickery, August 26, 1953. 
Francisco Chronicle. October lb, 1671; L&lly 
ltn California (.-. 'an fianciscc), October 16, 1671. -one 
of tne paintings arrived in Sacramento April 11, 1673, 
Union, April 14, 1673. 
6i--,scendantc of .-.illiam Jackson relate that fixs• 
Crocker ordered them destroyed, without realizing what 
they were, when preparing to move to f 'cik. .ursonal 
interview, Ernest Van Ilarlingen, June oO, 1954; the t.acra-
mento V.eekly Union, hay 9, 1665, comments, however, wnat 
Crocker am not keep tne recoios. Records oi some of mrs• 
dockers later European purchases tareugh agents do exxst. 
54 
The n5CT«»"!ento Unlort account, written -laile lis, 
Crocker ws still in bocrer.ento, reports that The collec­
tion v;as "purchased personally enc through agents at all 
art centers, .  . .  l 9  Tils would t.preax to be closer to 
the truth. Charles huskuvitch believes, from sue a evidence 
es dealer's labels, that ths purchases wera lej£,cly mode 
in Dresden, »• union, read Ins sold erf.- '-® 
i ' illiun Jackson, first director oi the ^-llery, 
and friend of irs, Ciockcr t  Lslicved tnat Jud^e Crocker 
•,.cs able to acquire t.nny of the works from Pranch collec­
tions vfcicU had been broken up because oi t.u war. In 
this he iL&l£c£ particular reference to Crocker's purchase 
of' the famous a'crictte collection of master drawin^s,^ 
The dates cf the soles of the drawings of tnis collection 
j-pke this appear quite improbable.1-2  L'or is hariette's 
signature to be found on any of the drawing-* as -t should 
9Jnicn. August 13, ltCu. 
10. ersonal interview, Charles kuskuvitch, July 35, 
1S54. 
Uracrauiaoto News, July 6, 191S ̂  atore Ke.ws ^ 
( iveinstock-mutin anu Company, oecramento), LLO;Y, kpril 
14, 1924 • 
12icrsoral letters, fcrs. Henry w- Ho.ell, 5r«,_ 
Librarian, Ixick ;»rt Reference Library, ^ogust c, l&wis end 
.,uiust 1C, 19b 3. 
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be, while other eminent collectors* marks ere so found.15  
The Crocker collection does contain a folio edition of 
several volumes of reproductions of drawings which were a 
part of tne i-iariette collection. The folio labels, how­
ever, are given in German rather than in Preach, indica­
ting that they too might well hiVa been purchased in 
Germany. Mr. Jackson might not have distinguished between 
the original drawings which narry Noyes Pratt found 
scattered in with these, and the reprocuctions ,14 They 
muy have been mixed in use by Mr. Jackson's students, or 
perhaps even earlier. 
Numa S. Trivas traced a good many of the drawings 
of the Crocker collection to Rudolf von keigel, art 
dealer and scholar of Leipzig, who died in 1567. Mr. 
Trivas believed that this would indicate that the purchase 
was of a single collection, cr perhaps a few mass orders.15  
Hans Tietze, a recognized expert, has also Indicated th^t 
13J. Herbert Slater, Engravings ana Their Value, 
pp. 51, 53.. 
14Q^ p;uskavitch believes it unlikely that he distin 
guished between them. Personal interview, C. i :u ska v itch, 
July 23, 1554. 
15hlfred Frankenstein, "Sacramento's Crocker CPHL1-
exj, t« j.agazlne of *.rt, 34 ;314, J one - Jul j, 1541. i.unie o. 
Trivas, i-iS notebook on the drawings oi the wrecker 
collection. 
the largest part of the drawing collection was from 
„eigel.l6 Alfred Keuraeyor, director oi' thu Rills College 
Gallery and also an export on drawings, concluded from 
collectors1 marks that there were some purchases from 
i^ris, but he agrees that the .largest part of the drawings 
were obtained in Germany, particularly at Roerner's, the 
art auction house cf central Europe, and in i'unich and 
Dresden,^ The evidence which Dr. Neumeyer has noted of 
apparent French purchases now seems to Le the only evi­
dence in support of Jackson's Lelief that many of the 
purchases were made in Fiance, 
V;hen he returned to California Crocker continued 
to add to his collection. He purchased and commissiioned 
paintings from such landscape and portrait painters as 
Charles and Arthur Hahl, Thomas Hill, V.illiam Keith, and 
Stephen W, £huw. 
Cne of the most interesting things to the student 
of the development of the west is the collection oi one 
hundred fifty photographs of the building of the Central 
pacific Railroad. 
Tiatze, European Faster Drawings in the. 
United ^t^tos, p* be. 
•^lufred Naumeyer, "Handbook of the E. R. Crocker 
..it CD-lleiy, ^acramento," ICS, p. 42. 
SUNDAY tiCENING IK THE kIKSS 
Painting by 
Charles C. Nahl 
Courtesy of the E. B. Crocker Art Gallery 

When the Crockers returned to _eciamanto, the 
building was neer completion, ieuth cuei3 too toon lor 
Si win to see i t  finished, but he did live to Leu his 
treasures hung. The building was completed and further 
ornamented by furs. Crocker .IS 
Edwin wanted trie best building that could be 
erected. there desirable., ne imported both materials and 
workmen to do trie work. It has been estimates that before 
its completion ;; 26£,C00 bad teen expended in its construc­
tion."^5  The building was made as fireproof as was 
possible for its day. To acnieve this double brick walls 
20 m. were made nearly three feet thick in places. Two 
freight carloads of slate were used cn the roof«2^-
The building,, which was to be a cultural and 
recreational canter for the family, was a two-story struc­
ture with a full sized basement. The basement contained a 
skating rink, bowling alley, billiard room, automatic 
16Unlon, August 12, 1666. 
lSpverland Monthly. 10;552; :  ban Tranclsco hqrnlng 
Call. Pay i t  16 b7. A smaller figure, ;l6b,0C0 is 0iven in 
'i 'aemis (Cecramerito), august 6, 1693, p. 1. 
^°harry Eoyes Pratt end Frederick P. Vickery, "The 
Crockers, Their iione and Gallery," p. 4. 
^Union, October 3, 1671. 
4C 
heating plant, end laundry# The main floor wes made up of 
e vestibule, ballroom, library, office, parlor, and halls. 
The floors were of imported English tile, or, as in the 
ballroom, inset designs of red Spanish cedar and v;hlte 
fir.22 The massive end elaborate doors to the ballroom 
took months to construct and axe reported to have cost 
about C1,3C0 each.23 The walls and ceiling of the ball­
room were ornamented with rich fresco. Corinthian 
columns adorned the room# The library's built-in book­
cases were constructed of polished black walnut ana 
£4 fcixds-eye maple# Tnelr estimated cost was ;-3,000. 
Two circular stairways led to the second floor 
which contained the original galleries# A single Inrge 
gallery occupied most of the space, surrounded by smaller 
hall-like galleries and a landing. In thasa galleries 
Judge Crocker hung his paintings. Ferhaps tha crowding of 
the paintings VJOS DUE to tha large number of paintings 
which he had acquired, the limited amount of wall space, 
22The Festival of Flowers. Given in Honor of 
Fargaret E. Crocker by. the Citizens of • •acra;.ento# Cali­
fornia . Fay 6, lobb. p. bo. The present floor is a second 
*nich inrs. C.ockei had installed. 
23Union, August 5, 1536. 
24The Festival of Flowers, on. cit« p. 57. 
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and inadequate storeys facilitias. In all probability, 
however, ha trrented the paintings as he had seen some 
European galleries hung, "with paintings to the celling, 
arranged as a Jig-saw puzzle covering the calls. A 
painting by David Teniers, the younger, in his own collec­
tion showed Just such a gallery. At E later date part c! 
the ilccr of th- main gallery was removed. This provided 
a balcony at eve the ballroom where guests could stroll, 
v.atch the dancors, or visit in the atmosphere of the 
galleries. 
Divided stairways led to the building from the 
street. The terraced lawn was surrounded by in iron fence 
set in granite blocks- A fashionable hitching rail was cn 
the unpavsd street.25 Tire family could swim in a pool to 
the rear of the gallery. 
After the death of her husband lis. docker contin­
ued to add to the collection. It may be that she, as well 
as her husband, patronized some artists because of tneir 
need rather than for their artistic merit.26 lis. Crocker 
-^.uc-amento Bee, April 3-0, 1676; Overland gnathic, 
10:052, November, io67; frontispiece snows tne gallery and 
home before being remodeled. 
26 harry Bratt, "The B. B. Crocker Collection of 
Old Kester Drawings," i rints. 6:25, October, 1937. 
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sdded approximately a hundred paintings to the collection. 
27 
"he made purchases both here end through agents abroad. 
She added rare book editions, particularly on art works, 
to the library which Crocker had started, pieces of 
statuary were acquired to adorn the galleries. Later 
she added a strip of land to the gallery lot which, when 
landscaped, provided more attractive grounds to set off 
the building. 
The Crocker daughters, Jennie Louise Crocker, hrs. 
Jacob SIoat Fassett; end -my Crocker, the princess 
29 
Galitzine, both became collectors of oriental art. 
Amy's collection was auctioned in New York after her death. 
Prs, Fessett, however, made soma very important contri­
butions to the Crocker collection. 
Jacob PIoat Fassett was the first white man to hove 
business concessions in Korea, ifc opened up uola nines in 
that country before Japanese control. He and his wife 
were the first unofficial Caucasian visitors to be 
received by the emperor and empress of Korea. During tnis 
27\»iiiiam Jackson, Lrt Cchool douincl (Sacramento), 
1:1, October, 16t7. 
Minutes, Crocker Art G<illery Joint Board of 
Control, December 4, 1900. 
29.iJSy contributed several unimportant museum pieces 
to the Jrocker collection. 
tine, the Fassstts built up an outstanding collection of 
rare Korai yniri, I ' .orcnn pottery, as well as \ iecos of Jade 
and ivory, and ct.icr oriental art objects. This pottery 
was offeree to the Metropolitan Museum of Art which already 
had a sligatly finer, if smaller, collection. The repre­
sentative of tlio Metropolitan Museum wanted to accept only 
sono of the larger wine jugs ana other selected pieces 
which it die not novo In its collection. Mrs. iassett 
insisted upon keeping the collection intact and later 
presented it ana the rest of her oriental collection to 
the Crocker Gallery. The collection included en oriental 
rug cn which a one thousand dollar import duty had been 
paid.20  
Mrs. Fassett 's gifts to tne ^allery and city were 
not limited to art objects. in 1211, Mrs. iassett proposed 
to the City of dacramcnto, that trie old Crocker home, run 
down and unused, be adder tc tile gallery. Che and the 
city each paid ona-half of the purchase price of ^20,000. 
file property was deeded to the city as part of tne *nrt 
Gallery.21  
20Personal interview, iiizabeth Lau0ntcn, July 
1052. 
214linutas, Fcerd of Directors, California Museum 
-.ssociaticn, June 11, 1911. 
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i'JSm F&ssett also set up c trust fund for the use 
of the gallery's Ecerd of Directors. This fund of 
•.CC-C, cstcblichoc: . rril IS, 19££, remains the only 
enncvnent of the oSlleryThe maintenance end operation 
costs ere paid by the City of cscrenento. 
In Dacxasicnto as well es in her home et Elnira, 
New York, Frs. Fessett proved a worthy daughter of 
Dccraxento »s "Lady Bountiful." It has been estimated 
that the money value cf Krs. Bnssett's contributions to 
the Crocker collection was nearly ;100,000.33 
The Crocker collection now contains two works by 
Mrs. Fassett's sen, Truman Ed mend lassott of Umira• One 
is ^ portrait cf his mother, commissioned b the F.card of 
T 
Directors; the other is a landscape which they j urchased.2,4 
""-Affidavit of Jerbert E. V.hita, ceerstcry-Treasurer 
of the California Museum association, January, 1940. 
^Union, November 19, 1939. 
^^finutcs, Board cf Directors, California Museum 
Association, October 5, 1932. 
Gil/tx- T. jR IV 
OIFX CP Tali a,.bLrJO£ TO ftis ^JOgUl-. AJLLOlAtiuSl 
Louis ggnssiz, tiie gwhss naturalist, visited 
Sacramento on October 3, 1672. He was met by Governor 
Ha*ton Lootn ana escorted to nearby rivers and slougns to 
take fish specimens# Tne visitor expressed surprise that 
a city ttie size of dacramento dia not have a museum of 
natural history#^ «gossiz was prevailed upon to give a 
lecture the following night. >n outcome of his visit was 
the formation of the Agasaiza Institute, organized 
October 14, 1672.2  In scope it was en ambitious under­
taking. Its departments encompassed all of the known 
branches of science, in addition to departments fcx the 
industrial and line arts, and the history of California. 
«7 
It desired a museum with a library of science.0  /dthou,ji 
shortlived, it nurtured an interest in the knowledge of 
things which man had about him. It stimulated tne 
intellectual curiosity of such men as Lslana Stanford, 
•^ducmmento Union, October 4, 16 7~. 
^Proceedings of the Agassiz Institute of gacramento, 
Gal., p. 37 Union. October 22, lo7s. 
3lbld.. pp. 11-14. 
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James JlcClatch; ,  and, when tie retained from Europe, of 
Edwin E. Greater ,4 
Twelve years after the organization of the ..gassiz 
Institute, another quite similar association appeared in 
Sacramento• David Lubln, C. K, KcClatchy, and other 
Eacramentans issued a printed invitation for rrospectlve 
members to meet on November 26, 16o4, to consider the 
desirability of forming an institution for the study of 
natural history* The announcement pointed out the need 
of a "repository of Art, Natural history and Curiosity. .  
.  ,«5  It suggested the idea of a loan exhibition to 
advance this scheme, 
« constitution was adopted December E, 1664. A^ain 
the purpose of this organization was broad. It proposed 
to foster the arts, sciences, and handicrafts, and to 
promote their study and display, David Lubin was elected 
the first president. Tha members elected a- Eoard of 
Directors which was made up of men who were active &nd 
interested leaders of the city, Obe organization attracted 
Canutes, BOviid of Directors, California Museum 
association, torch 31, 1666. .rocker was made curator of 
the department of fine arts, troceedln, s. • j-ssiz insti­
tute, p. 16. 
Minutes, board of Directors, California i.useum 
association, November 26, 1664. 
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members and patrons both in Sacramento and in wan 
1'iancisco. 
The members aiviaed themselves into live categories 
of study groups# Their f irst papers which were read were 
on the effects of various chemicals in soap, una on tne 
nests and habits of wasps* « wasp's nest becatia the first 
specimen for the proposed museum.^ In the years ahead the 
members were to read many papers before the organisation. 
They covered such veried subjects as numismatics, reform 
in spelling, mummified crocodiles, and the physical qual­
ities of l ight and color. In their first three years 
they heard six visiting lecturers on art,  the Fiji  
Islands, Erahmlnlsm, the lick Observatory, .daska, and the 
battle of Gettysburg.^ 
Rie Directors did not delay in pushing on towards 
the establishment of a museum. On February 20, 1885, the 
president, David Xubin, requested a number of ladies of 
the city, including the wife of Governor ctcneman, to 
prepare an exhibit.  The ladies systematically canvassed 
6C .  K. McGlatchy was one of the original directors 
but soon resigned• minutes, Board of Directors, California 
Museum association, Canu-ury 31 § 1085. 
7s.iinut.es, California Museum as so elation, January V. 
1885. 
Sgavid Lubin, "Address of tno president of the Cali­
fornia Museum association," Third annual ncrort of tht 
California Museum Association, i -.arcn lots.  
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the city for specimens. 
The loan exhibit was made up oi nearly twelve 
thousand specimens. It opened in the Crocker art Gallery 
in March, 1555.® The annou iced purpose of the exhibition 
was to show the practicability of such a museum. The 
proceeds, were applied toward the acquisition of a perman­
ent museum. In the evening the guests were entertained 
with music and simple pageantry.^ The attendance was 
poor until it v.as announced that it was not necessary to 
dress better than in any other public piece. The 
subsequent response caused one of the Directors to say 
.vith satisfaction, "Oh, v.e have got the people with us 
now. 
A challenging tning happened at the Directors• 
meeting of M-rcn IS, 1655. A letter was read in which 
iiaixy v.elnstock and David fubin offered ten thousand 
dollars to be used towards the establishment ol a museum. 
There was, however, a contingent stipulation that ^ne 
association must raise an additional ninety tncueano 
dollars within a one year period. This was to prove 
BUnion. February 21, 1555; March 21, 1554; and 
March 27, 1555. 
IQlbid., March a, 1585; March 27, 1565; and March 
30, 1555. 
Ultld., larch 30, 1685. 
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difficult to obtain 
David Lubin was a man of audacious and imaginative 
ideas# Ids neatest uonuaaent to his vision is tiis David 
Lubin lioaoxial Library in the United Ration's food and 
Agriculture Organization building in Roma,^3 he was a 
pioneer in the international exchange of information on 
agriculture. In loo7, ha made a trip to Italy to talis, 
to tno Italian government .on the calling cl' an interna­
tional conference on agricultural problems, while there, 
an unusual idea occurred to him which ae discussed with 
American representatives in Rome. Upon his return to 
Sacramento he brought bis proposal to the oalifoinia 
Museum Association. 11a suggested that the Italian govern­
ment be approached with an offer to exchange aiuexeian 
agricultural implements for antique Italian statuary. ^ 
jortiolio of implement catalogues was prepared, the 
Italian consul at San Francisco was consulted, and an 
exchange of letters took place between the Italian govern­
ment end the Museum Association. Ihe plan diu not 
materialize. The Italian government could not legally 
^Minutes, Board of Directors,. March 19, lbbb. 
13l';:cSlatcriy Farm Review,* radio pro0ram, July 11, 
1953, Library dedication broadcast from Home. 
allow its original art treasures to leave tno country, and 
tha Museum Association would not ba satisfied with casts 
of such pieces.Lubin repeatedly offered ideas ana 
prizes in his hope that tho association's museum would be­
come to California what the Smithsonian Institution was to 
the nation. 
_\ rot the least of lubin's ambitious ideas was that 
the association should have the k, £• Crocker /it Gallery 
for its museum. Xhe housing of the lo-n exhibit In the 
Crocicer Uulleries suggested to Lubin a ne* oj[portutllty• 
Judge Crocker had already provided tha nucleus ior a 
museum of natural history, Lubin went ahead with his idea 
Olivia Agresti rather over-dramatizes the story of Lubin 
approaching Kic. iroeker, a "• • • simple, kindly old lady 
living alone amidst tha pompous opulence of the home of 
which Sacramento was so proud. .  .  ."1® Lubin described 
to krs. Crocker how, after her death, the collection mi^ht 
be auctioned off and dispersed nnu the building come to 
Union, October 4, I608# Minutes, Oaliiomia 
kusamu Association, July 11, lo£S to June 33, 1002; Olivia 
ft. Agresti, Lavid Lubin. A utudy in Practical Idealism, 
p. S7. 
^•^Labin. loo« clt. 
16Ibid.. p. 100 
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1 7 ruin. ha boldly proposed to hoi that she donate the 
collection and tne gallery building to the California 
kuseuia association, he pointed cut tnat tais would be a 
lasting monument to both the Judge and herself.^5  
ills. blocker took little time in arriving at her 
decision, Che nad little xeason to believe that hex late 
husband would have dona other than to approve of sucn an 
idea. He had considered that the museum would be a repos­
itory for things of the Crocker family.^ by the next 
morning she had uecideci to follow i*r. Lubin*s surest ion. 
Tne gift, when offered, contained another of 
Lubin's ideas. It occurred to him that the new associa­
tion might wall have some difficulty in financing the 
maintenance of the institution. The earlier offer, to 
start a building fund, had not been successful. Ha again 
made the su00estion that the one hundred thousand dollars 
be raised. It would be kept as a perpetual endowment to 
loc. cit. 
16-.hen Judgs decker di.d, ten y&i~xz earlier, oha 
art gallery end its contents had been left in equal shares 
to his vile end children, when came of a -» 
three daughters, Ilary, Jenny Louise, and Amy turnea tneli 
interoetc over to their mother, ra craae etc j ce, i.ay o, 
1665. 
•^Personal interview, £liz«-botn Lau^hton, July aa, 
19C3. 
: rovide tn incc; io Tor th>* nnintensnce of the tc.Il ox y and 
its collection. Xtio <>un i.as to bo raised iwithin lour 
tenths, Anothai qualification -<ns that .JTS. Jrcckor 
reserved the rl^ht to v.itlihold contain articles Wilcu she 
ai^at desire. It ess in tais form tin t Lab in oreliy 
conveyed the ^easrouo offer to the beard of Directors oa 
the evening before too lo^r; oaaibit.^0 
Xau board accepted tno 0ilt , else too .as. J_ocl:er a 
votia^ life noaber of the association, c.nd seat her a 
verbal expression of its ueop sense of thankfulness for the 
i-ia^n if leant ^ift.21 
Tao &ift of Jiar^arat Crocker was too valuable, too 
svuch on immediate fulfillment of its hoped-for objectivec 
for the association to be ether than overjoyed by asr 
offer; yet, one hundred thousand dollars v<as too 0r-at an 
-nooat to le raised in a city cf thirty thousand people 
in such a short, period cf The association -as 
pledged but treaty thousand dollars shea an alternative 
idea ras proposed bp Joseph cteffins^ fna association 
20faerois (Sacramento), .-.u^ust £>,. 16S3, p. 1. 
SiUnion, i larch £7, 1665. 
3^/art School Journal (I. B. Crocker /.it Gallery, 
Sacramento),' l;i, October, 1687. 
Union. August lb, 1606; fiinutes, Board of Direc­
tors, Karen hi, 166b. Joseph v;as the father cf Lincoln 
..telfins. 
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acted upon nis Idea and proposed his solution to Mrs. 
Crocker, Che, following the suggestion, deeded the 
property to the City of Sacramento in trust for the 
California Mas earn association. The city was to maintain 
the gallery for the general public. The gallery was to 
be under the joint management of the association, as 
represented by its Board of Directors, and the city, as 
represented by the mayor.^ 
The City of Sacramento accepted the deed of gift 
with its limitation on management ahi with the financial 
obligations which tho deeu conveyed. The city later 
agreed to pay all maintenance and operating costs subject 
i;o the provision that no admission charge be levied.2^ 
This plan remains today rather unique among art museums. 
The first meeting of the Joint Board of Control 
took place May £2, 1665.26 This body is composed of the 
Board of Directors of the California Museum Association 
and the mayor of gacramento. 
Minutes:a Board of Directors, April 12, 1685; 
The Sacramento Leader. April 5, 1685, quoted a citizen as 
pointing out that thus the association would have the 
gallery exempt from city taxes. 
25Minutes, Joint Board of Control, Crocker Art 
Gallery, February 22, 1689. 
26Ibid., May 22, 1685. 
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Trie rr inciral rex led of activity of tnu California 
Duseun Association lasted about ten years.  I t  convertec 
ths basement recreation area Into a lecture nail  *itn a 
readind °f  report .  Tile .  acrsnento Softool of Do^ijn . .as 
inaugurated and maintained. Ifte drcuin^s -n. ' .  ar t  re-re­
ductions cf the Crocker collection were in rr.xt jr.cu.ntc! 
and displayed.2 8  David Bubin resigned as rresident in 
l tct  and was sue need 3d by I. 'e .--  ton Booth,  v.ho served icr  cnl.  
four months,2 9  In 16l7,  the essoci-t ion *ea granted 
custody of the state 's  mineral  cabinet anicft  find buon 
located in tne state capitol .  I t  remained in the £>• l lcry 
unti l  removed in 1930In January,  I t .  5,  hardly ten 
stage.^7  It  continued tfte holding cf study ^rcurs tna th~ 
of ID I  
years after the y,lf t  of the gallery,  tha association had 
become so inacti-e that  there *as cii i i iC' t l ty in ^ett in^,  a 
quorum to cany out i ts  business.  At the snnu.l  aectin_,  
of IDrch 3,  l t-96,  despite a let ter  of announcement *ith 
proxy provisions,  thsre ^ei  
e net  enough aeiteis rajrcsante 
2 7Ibld. ,  i 'ay l t t7.  
^Minutes,  B 
29Minut es, C 
10, Ifctb;  Day 31,  l t t&. 
z ovVinfle:  
p.  148; Blnutes 
bl 
to hold an election. V'lth the decline of the association, 
the maintenance, operation, and promotion of the a, 13. 
CxGeker Art Gallery was left to the Board of Directors und 
to tue city.wl  
The ladies Museum association was ioriried in 
*z o October, If-SC,1-"5  Its purposes were to develop artistic 
app reciation, in its members, to further the study of art 
in Caere-nan to. to stimulate interest in the £• B. Crocker 
.--•it Gallery, an^ to add to the gallery*s collection.0^ 
Those aims were carried out in several ways, deml-annual 
meetings were held in union the members studied and dis­
cussed various paintings of the Crocker collection, 
dohol ax snips were provided for deserving women art students 
to the Sacramento School of Design, and, after its demise, 
to other institutions. At least thirty-seven of these 
were granted, «n acquisition fund was set up for the 
purchase of contemporary works, Cne such painting, 
Monterey Coast," by the California artist, eilliem 
Kitschcl, was purchased from the artist in 1916 for three 
Minutes, California Museum Association., aecemter 
aa, IB CI to Apr im fe, 19 3L, 
S2leth iiughson, "Ladies Museum association," 
iacramento »aekly. April 2, 1910. 
^3 tora News (nainstock-Lubin and Company, aaera-
man to), OOUio, April 14, 19L4, 
tnous&nd dollar lar^e nuatai or iLUseu^i pieces, 
rv.iticaLt-lli' ^ov,ns one necessaries, were also collected 
and presented to the pollery° In tine the Ladies museum 
ssoelation ceased to iunction as an active organization# 
34hUiirisonf loc. c i t #  
35 L e t t e r ,  H e r b e r t  E *  V i i i t e  t o  L e s s i e  L .  C r o u c h ,  
president, Ladies l-'.uscurn association, June £» 
J . tl V X. I  
Xiriij Ct AL I ; » n i  vJ -jjf'jil jCibi Jxlit i  »U.- ij'Jii A^w u u X IXL N 
fae first custodian cf the Crocker collection under 
tne California *..uneu:fl .ssociation was v. ill lain franklin 
Jackson. He .as the choice or ins. Crocker and of the 
I card of Directors. Jackson had coma to Jacraaento us a 
child In 1663. Ha attended ^rameiar sctiool in Sacieiuento 
and taan studio a at the Can francisca ichool ol' HosisA 
under Virjil .'illia&s, lononi Irwin, and William Keith. 
He opened a studio in Sacramento in lfc£>0# but spent a 
portion of each year traveling end paintinu landscapes, 
iie was a devoted painter. Indeed, he was to be more 
successful as a painter and teacaer than as a museum 
curator.1 
Virgil aillians, of the San Irancisco School of 
^esitjn, was tne first lecturer invited to speak before the 
California museum association. He was invited July 1, 
lcdb, tu talk on art and art schools and to wake su^esticn^ 
for the guidance of the now association.^ Subsequent to 
1d^c..:pjrlento Union. August 12, 160u; November 9, 
1930. —• 
2finutes, California Museum Association, July 1, 
lees. 
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tills lecture., the minutes of the Directors reveal that on 
Ceptenter 12, the I'csirs. ! einstcclc end lufcin expressed 
their desire to aid in the estr.tlish.ient cf en art school, 
end accompanied their letter with a chach lor one thousand 
*7: 
d o l l a r s T h e  m o n e y  w a s  u s e d  t o  e q u i p  t h e  d u l l e r i e s  i ' o r  
the school. 
fix California artists applied for the position of 
instructor and submitted drawings and paintings as evi­
dence cf tn.air competence• ..illlam F. Jschson was chosen 
to heaa t. . sciiocl, cma wearies J • orison ..as ut pointed 
instructor. Jaolsson had already been appointed custodian 
of the collection, and was a member anu officer of the 
association. JacJetson was to receive a salary of twelve 
hundred dollars a year in addition to the six hundred 
dollars v.aich he received as custodian. 
The school opened January 4, ltBG. Forty-one 
students were soon enrolled in day, evenm^, ana oatuxday 
classes.4 On the motion of Dr. George Fyturn, the new 
institution was named the Sacramento School of Design.5 
3i!inut€s, Eoard cf Directors, California i-iuseum 
Association, beptemter 12, 1655. 
4lbid,, November 1, 1665. 
Minutes, California iiuseum association, December 
14, lbbh; minutes., Board cf Directors, December 14, loob. 
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Jackson patterned the organization of tne school 
after that el'  t:ie oan iranciscc School of resign and ether 
French and .-.mexican schools.6  Tne students were wiven a 
rigorous and disciplined art education. This policy at 
first lost some students for the school, tut others came 
who v:exa mere seriously inclined. Students were required 
to v.cik at least six hours dally. They progressed grad­
ually fiom simple drawings tc outdoor sketching, still-
life drawings, and, with .adjustment on the pert cf modest 
girls, to the use of live models. Finally they were 
allowed to paint,7  -eekly excursions were taken to sketch 
from nature. One such trip was to the Rnncho del Paso. 
Again the association added one hundred dollars to saventy-
five contributed by Margaret Crocker to finance a 
railroad trip to the sucmiit of the Alexia Nevada Mountains 
for fifteen nays of landscape work.8  
^Minutes, California Museum association,: March 3, 
1666 . 
7Calthea Vivian, "a Plea for ..rt," The Visitor .  
(..einstock-Lubln and Comceny, cecxemento), J-nuaiy, 1663; 
dacramento Fee. April 5, 1660; Bulletin, ^acramento ,-Chool 
of i.esi^n, n.u., p. 1. 
8I-"inutes, California Museum Association, J-nuaxy 
25, 1895. 
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Tiie association was more interested in providing a 
jocd art school than in showing a profit. Trio tuition 
lees of tiie school were modest.y 
bcholursnips were provided fcy i.or^aiot Jicckei end 
by organisetions such as the Ladies Museum osace-i atlon, 
the. Kinssley Art Club, the Eric-a-Ercc Club, and the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Lhdineers.^" 
The California Kuseum Association had hl^i. hones 
that Cecrssisnto would become the art center of California• 
David Lubin expressed this idea when, after he had donated 
five pieces of Italian statuary for the use of the school, 
he remarked, "... lot us build up a school of sculpture 
in hot Sacramento, Florence is hotter. "H 
The school was reasonably successful, it was 
awarded prizes for exhibits at the California Ct&te fair, 
-Three no nth. terms were established, students 
... r 11 * t n«llv classes «ero ciai enioiivfl m ̂ cLvcer ?nd thirty 
r>. ent-w-two ̂ oilers a term for ~r<-.win, ci—«• J 
•oiitis foi oil painting. -otorauy stuuents j.uiu tea ore. 
aoltoST respectively. £2ll3ha. 21* '' *• 
Union| December 3, ltb>7. 
10iOnutes, California museum Associsticn, January 
23, 16CC, efc mssim; minutes, loard ci 
November 1^, 1330. 
"j-anates, Calirornle Kueeoa Association, October 
3., 1663; Union, October 4, looO. 
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and a number of its pupils became teachers of 
Despite its modest accomplishment, the school soon ceased 
to eu'ist. Xtiti factors of a lack of ample endowment, 
comparatively lc* tuition, charges, and finally a lessen-
int, of activ-ty on tne pert of tilt California I.usoum 
Association made the financing cf the institution somewnat 
difficult. Ine school did attract students from several 
western status, but the nucleus which Sacramento provided 
13 became too smcill to Justify the school's continuation. 
T.ne decramento school of Design was discontinued in 
1696.14 
The aciniinistration of V .illiam f. Jackson as Direc­
tor of the Crocker Ait Gallery was markedly economical, 
under the terms of his appointment as curator, i.sy *-2, 
168bf Jackson was provided one assistant, bach was paid 
fifty dollars a month. Jackson was also allowed to use 
the gallery as his studio. In addition to the care of the 
lgjyt school Journal, (Sacramento), 1:4, October, 
1667i Union. October 169b. 
13Vivian, on. clt., p. 1; jtoeais, Sacramento), 
i>UgU£t 5, 1663, p. 1. 
Union, January 10, 1936, 
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collection, the two were exacted to provide Janitorial 
tina cî idenin̂  seivlce.lv' In tne day tc cay operation cf 
the gallery he v.a5 having, i-oiriaps to tne joint that 
visitation tc the £,ellery v. as discouraged, some of his 
economies tie oil 11 cult to understand. In lili, he 
declined to accept a raise in salary fro::, one hundro to 
one hundred fifty dollars per month. The Janitor-harden­
er , which by this tine had been adaed to his steff, w-s 
also denied a small increase.*^6 
Jackson's economies set severe limitations u^on 
what could oe accomplished in tne gallery, tie lllled in 
deteriorated sections of some paintings although he 
apparently had no particular trein^nh in tne restoration 
of' art works, lacking, adequate help he did not keep all 
of the works well preserved. On tein^ criticized by 
iuaen Keuhaus for tneir condition, it was ] cinteu out that 
ne and tne Bcarc had unsuccessfully attemited to obtain a 
German expert for this work. On the ctner hand, he some­
times had tc be en P>uard c-einst charlatans. In one case 
a men entered the gallery with a bid brusn and a tucket 01 
,'rt 
15i;inutc:st Beard of Birsctcrs, hay -'i, 1 Obi, 
15*;inutes, Joint Board ot Control, L. B. Blocker 
Gallsry, June 1.1, 1912; October 1, 191-. 
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varnish "with vhiicn he intend.a to revarnish one cf the 
most valuable pointing;, supposedly on order of the nay or, 
Jackson threatened to "lay him out 11a t  cn the floor" if 
ho touched one pcintin£i»"^ 
Jacks on v.-us oonutines Inconsistent about the nude 
figure in ait, eheiu in his own school he used nude jaale 
iiooels and statues, he criticized the public schools for 
usin^ a tiytholo,^. '  texttcck wnerein he fait the fi^ leaf 
cculd bo u.ed tc butter advantage, Xn turn, he hiiLsclf 
was criticized, .. sponsor of a visiting exhibit of public 
school classes of Pacrazicntc was apparently offended by a. 
nude piece of statuary, -ha covered Venus with a very 
lon£ nightgown fror her domestic science exhibit, *. 
Janitor seen rescued the goddess from this humiliation, 
Ppr.ain, a tainting by Jackson, which had been exhibited in 
several cities, vr.s denied a showing in Lcs Angeles, The 
work, entitled, "Cuite of the my,- showed several young 
ladies bathing, The manager cf the shew refused tc exhibit 
it ,  saying, "if a young lady wants to bt;tne she should do 
sc in full dress—not naked," l o  
17dcxapbooh, rivate Bools cf •... F. Jackson," 
unidentified clippings, pp. 29, 54, 56. 
l blbld.. p. 22. 
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Jackson uas interested in a number of civic activ­
ities. On one cccesion he was a candidate for the City 
hoard of Education. he was interested in the American 
Free Art League, which was instrumental in having duties 
r e m o v e d  f r o m  a i t  w o r k s  i m p o r t e d  i n t o  t h e  c o u n t r y H e  
served for many years as an art judge for the California 
Ctate Fair, and while in charge of the art department 
there hs traveled throughout the state, persuading artists 
to exhibit worthy material. Ha was also a member of the 
art commission cf the panama-facific Exposition at ran 
Francisco in 1915.^ 
William Jackson, on ~ugust 26 t  1923, announced to 
the joint Board of Control that a valuable painting, "The 
Entombment cf Christ," then attributed to Guido Reni, was 
stolen. The painting had been stolen sometime previously, 
perhaps almost a month earlier.^ The art world and 
newspapers were alerted to the theft, und the story was 
printed in this country and abroad. In the midst cf the 
publicity the painting was mailed to the dan Francisco Call 
Ibla.. pp« 30, 31. 
20Ibid . .  p. 33. 
^-Minutes, Joint Board of Control, August 26, 19^o; 
Eee. October 13» 1923. 
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newspaper office* The wood panel upon which the work, was 
painted had split, apparently while in the mall.2ii It has 
since teen iestored by Goarlt-s kuskavitch, the Crocker 
conservator, so that the crack can hardly be distinguished. 
The painting is at present attributed to a lesser artist, 
Daniel Grau. One constructive result of this incident 
was that it pointed up the fact that the museum was 
inadequately staffed. A second Janitor-attendance was 
employed,^ 
Some notable visiting exhibits at the gallery durin0 
Jackson's fifty year administration were from the Panama 
Pacific Exposition, exhibited June and July, 1916; and 
of the Chicago "World's Fait, 1933. The best, and nest 
popular, however, was an exhibit of Italian paintings from 
the ii. 3. Kress collection. It was on display from 
hacember loth to 26th, 1933. This exhibit was u result of 
efforts by one of the Board members, Arthur C. bevlin. 
i_r• hovlin, while on a trip east, was able to contact ii. 
S. Kress and make preliminary arrangements for an exhibit, 
kr• Kress shlppied sixty Italian paintings to the gallery 
and provided an attendant to lay out and hang tne show. 
22can pjancisco Call, „optember 6, 1923. 
^Minutes, Joint Board of Control, October 6, 1923. 
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Over ten thousand persons viowe-J paintings by -ucn itsUxs 
as Di Cosimo and Tintoretto 
Jackson's sense of economy, his istaur x.wtiring 
personality, his advancing Ege, and perhaps his kno/.lecî e 
that he had a lifetime .job resulted in the gallery's 
having a poor reputation in his later years, r.ia building 
hsd become musty with, a^e and accumulated dirt. The 
frescoed walls of the ballroom had become lad ad *ith tho. 
passing of time. Visitors were net i;ade to l'ecl any 
warmth of uelccme. Indeed, a noted expert, ir • t.'.ns 
Tietze, who visited the gallery was shc~n the Luicr circl­
ing of a nude woman which ha later rep.'educed in v. 
scholary work, but he was not shown much of tau rest of taa 
materiel and was not encouxagea to trin0 any expert i.tte».-
tion to the gallery.25 If Jackson was uncooperative 
with Hans Tietze, he must have been less so uitn lcrir.de 
«. Bryant, author of several volumes on art for more 
pfln f lv 6 XLX us tx Ltions 
popular use. She gave several j.-ag 
ry/i - „ c 1-1 nT' id L# iiOll c X *1 f ^Personal letter) ^rs. l.ica..i Javlln. 
August IB, 1952; peisoMl "*?*r2'w*aetcis. rovMter 
September 4, 1953; minutes, toero oi 
26, 1933; Union. Uecembex 1>-, i— 
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to the Crocker paintings Li a took on art museums in 
America,2** The gallery at this time was l i t t le known 
outside California, even in its ov.n state, ana was con­
sidered to have no particular merit.  
In Jackson's defense, however, i t  must be said 
that his administration was not altogether as poor as at 
times i t  has been made to appear. The criticisms oi his 
successor, ilarry iloyas Pratt,  do not always seem justi­
fied, Pratt,  for instance, gives the Impression that 
Jackson had l i t t le knowledge of the value of the drawings 
of the collection. It  is true that Jackson was apparently 
misled into believing that Jud^a Crocker had purchased 
the famous Mariette collection. It  is also quite possi­
ble that he did not always differentiate between originals 
and reproductionshowever, he was certainly aware 
that the collection was oi no small value, Cnly four years 
before his death Jackson had given seme publicity to the 
drawings, including the mention of seme oi the famous 
artists represented in the collection.^ early as th-
Jcnool of design, Jackson had made use of some oi the 
2 6Lorlnda 1-i.  fry ant,  what Pictures to ^ee in 
America, pp. 332-37, 
2 7bea p. 35. 
union| povemter 15, 1931. 
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drawings for study by his pupils.  In 1016, V,,  r .  Jackson 
anu t i ia boa I  a of Directors hud attempteu, unsuccessfully,  
to 0ct suae export  opinion on the drawing collection from 
eestern galleries.2 9  In 1010, the drawings were shown to 
Seymour de F.icci ,  & member of a  French cultural  mission to 
the United States,  K,» BeRicci was enthusiastic in his 
praise of the collect  ion.  l ie part icularly noted e draw­
ing fcy Francois Boucher 
The Director of the Crocker / . I t  Gallery is  in a 
peculiar lags! posit ion,  tie is  selected by and serves at  
tne pleasure of the Lc :  rd of Directors,  but he is  paid as 
a city employee,  / .hen Jackson reached retirement age,  the 
Directors of the gallery did succeed in obtaining a ruling 
from the city attorney that  Jackson could continue in 
employment du^ to the Joint  control  system, and contrary 
to the usual civil  service provisions of the ci ty.  V. 11 Ham 
F. Jackson thus remained at  the head of the a.  B. ^rockor 
Art  Gallery unti l  his death,  Jan ory 6,  1936. he had 
served f if ty years in this capacity.3^-
£ 9 i : inutes,  Board of Directors,  January do,  1916; 
June 6,  1210. 
^°Cacrnmento Laws. July 6,  1919; Union. November_2, 
1930. Di iUcci has published v:orks cn middle English a 
o f  t h e  H u n t i n g t o n  L i b r a r y ,  a n d  o n  t h e  d e c o r a t i v e  a r t s .  
Bee,  January 9,  1836-.  
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The Beard of Directors of the E. P. Crocker nit 
Gallery, April 14, 1956, chose Hurry Moycs : ratt to be the 
second Director -Menace r of t'ne gallery# Us was offered 
the position at a salary of two hundred fifty dollars per 
month.32 Pratt had a background as a journalist as vie 11 
as a curator, lie had been an art critic lor tae S^n 
Francisco Chronicle, an editor of the Qve11«- no *_Q.nthly., 
had contributed to various national publications, and he 
had been director of art galleries in Claremont and in 
Stockton, California. He v.as not eager to leav* Stock­
ton's Hnggin Memorial Museum, situated in a pleasant 
park and a friendly community, fox the dingy ana letaaxgic 
old gallery in a run-down section of Sacramento. Yet this 
opportunity was a challenge to him. He hoped to find 
things of umecognized value buried rmong the clutter of 
33 
stuff with which the besoment ana galleries wore filled. 
The Crocker .Art Gallery appeared to Pratt a 
"Victorian horror.*34 Pratt enthusiastically set ctcut 
revitalizing the dormant institution. Ha launched ^ 
3SHinutesf Bo-ra cf Directors, April 14, 1956. 
23S&n irenoisco Chronicle, September 5, 19o7. 
MiIorry Koyes Pratt, "The 5. E. Crocker Collection 
of Old Mias tor Drawings,M joints. 6:25, cctober, 1 
fifteen thousand dollar renovation program.3^ Increased 
wall space was obtained by partitioning seme of the reams 
in., the section which had been the eld Crocker home• The 
faded veils of the ballroom were covered v.'lth a silver 
silken fabric. The paintings v.ere token ccv.n and only 
the tetter works rehang. These were provided e background 
of monks-cloth end v.ere separately displayed at eye-level 
around the room. The pictures were rotated so that a 
larger number could effectively be seen, where soma 
paintings were in darkened areas, tetter lighting v.as 
provided. hacks vere set up in the basement to store the 
paintings vaien not on exhibit, a nev; catalogue was 
publisiiod for the collection. The museum began to take cm 
an atmosphere which had been v.anting for many years#'" 
This revitalizing of the gallery was probably Fratt 's 
most important contribution to the advancement of the 
institution.37  
This work, considered good by most., was riot so 
warmly received by all. Come felt that the changes being 
°5u'nion. ^ugust 3, 1956. 
o6lbld., October 25, 1946; February 14, 1937; Bee, 
July 6, 1937; personal interview F. Viekery, August £o, 1933. 
3 'Personal interview, F. Viekery, August 26, 1953; 
letter, Alfred Neumeyer to beard, cf directors, Crocker ^rt 
Gallery, June 1, 1944. 
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made were making i t  Piatt 's  gallery rather than the 
d o c k e r s ' .  K i s s  E l i z a b e t h  L a a ^ h t o n ,  a  n i e c e  o f  M s ,  
Crocker,  is  one instance. i£ie felt  that tne collection 
was t i icre to be seen upon a. visit ,  not to require several 
visits to be able to see the entire collection, or any 
particular work, and some perhaps not at  all .  The museum, 
she felt ,  should be, as Edwin Crocker had planned, a 
museum of early Crocker family materials,  not ior completely 
u n r e l a t e d  p i e c e s  f r o m  a n y  s o u r c e  w h a t s o e v e r T h e  
alienation of Kiss inu^hton was en important iactor in 
the loss of Interest in the collection by Edwin docker 's  
descendants.  
The museum which Pratt  envisaged was a museum of 
local and other history. In preparation for i t  ha se^re-
^ated and classified much of the material gathered and 
donated by the Crockers,  the California Museum association, 
and the JUdies Museum association. That which could not 
be effectively displayed was f i led and stored for future 
rt. C 
use«^ 
,i&rry iTatt  was not the f irst  person to observe 
that the housing of the Crocker collection was inadequate.  
In June, 1911, a drive for a new £alleiy culminates in tne 
^Personal interview, Elizabeth I_.aUiJn.tan, July 
19 D3. 
59:jnion. K£y 10, 1937; June 6,  19u7. 
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purchase of the old Crocker heme which was annexed to the 
^allery.40 The question recurred in 1915, 191b, 1919, 
1923, 1525, and 1229; tut the opposition of distant 
relatives of Margaret Crocker in -acramento, particularly 
that of Charles F. Dillnan, a grand nephew ana a neater of 
the Board of Directors of the gallery, discouraged such 
moves. <nothei important deterrent was the question ol 
the legality of such a move under the terms of the tieeu of 
gift. Jennie Fasset, one of Mrs. Crocker's daughters, 
said that she would not oppose any such move, tut she did 
point out that some cf the finest museums atread were 
located in similar neighborhoods and conditions * 1 
Kith an awakening of interest in the gallery under 
Hairy irutt, there, again came the realisation that the 
conditions under which it existed should te improved. An 
early hope that federal Public corks Administration funds 
might be made available was discouraged by James C. Dean, 
city manager of Sacramento, who pointed out that projects 
wnich were already approved were becoming difficult to 
finance. He believed that if a new gallery was to be built 
40union, Jane 10, 17, 21, 25, lSlli Minutes, Board 
of Directors, Jan ary 23, 1918; sea p. 4b. 
41Bee, August 25, November 19, j*°» :19̂  lfTCti 
14, 1916;~January 8, 22, 1916} March 12, 191*, July a, 
1919; June 2, 1923; May 8, 1925; i^y 6, 19~.. 
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the funds would have to be raised through a bond issue or 
42 
from donations or bequests of interested individuals* 
fne Sactemento City Council proved willing to consider the 
question of a new gallery , but again the question of the 
legality of the removal of the collection seemed to block 
the issue. The California Kusoua Association Directors 
insisted that in any case the gallery building should be 
preserved.45 
The Board of Directors sent Charles F. Dillman, who 
now cooperated in the project, to contact the two daughters 
of Margaret Crocker. He returned to Daciamento with 
letters from Jennie Fassett and Princess Aimae Galitzine 
granting their permission to transfer the collection. The 
way was cleared for a friendly suit granting permission to 
the city to act. Hugh 13. £radford, city attorney, and 
Robert T. Devlin and Herbert E. White, attorney members of 
the California iiusecun Association Board of Directors, 
nade a formal petition to the court on January 26, 1937. 
In the complaint they cited the inaccessibility of the 
gallery to the public, the danger of loss of the 
42Union, August 3,. 1926. 
" « 
43Ibid.* -iUgus t 7, 1936; September 11, 12, 16, 24, 
30, 1936. 
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collection by Tire, and the irreplaceable nature of the 
collection if destroyed. Judge Malcolm C» Glenn heard the 
case April 30 and handed down a favorable opinion.44 
With the court's permission to proceed, the Sacramento 
Cit^r Council, cn September 23, 1237, adopted a resolution 
to place a $460,COO bond issue proposal upon the ballot of 
the following November. An art committee, appointed by 
the council for the purpose, recommended that the building 
site should ba William Land park. The use of the city-
owned iiopexty would have allowed the use of the complete 
sum for building purposes.^ 
The proponents of the proposition that the collec­
tion should be moved from the gallery to a new location 
found some able supporters. Oeveral cultural and civic 
organizations went on record in support of the plan.46 
Many civic leaders personally endorsed the project.4''' 
One of the most valuable and devoted advocates, however, 
1937; 
44Eee. December 23, 1936; January 20, 1937; Aoril 20 
Union, January 14, 2o., 26, 1937; pay 1, 1937. 
45<Jnion. January 6, and September 24, 1937; Bee 
August 31, 1937. —— 
46Union, August 27, October 11, 16, November 1] 
1936; October 27, 31, 1937. » 
A 7 Ibid., ^u^ust 4, 5, 9., 16, 20, 27, 1936; Ca»-t6'nh«r 
o, 13, 14, 1936; March 9, 1937. ' ' -member 
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was the city's oldest newspaper, the Cacr n.itmto Union, 
Four months after Pratt 's appointment as Director-Muiagor, 
trie Unlon started c campaign which lasted from August 3, 
1936 to the election, November 3, 1937. It  appealed to 
the public with emotion as vvell as with reason for the 
passage of the bond appropriation. 
An investigation by a representative of a group of 
fire underwriters revealed that only the masonry walls of 
the gallery were fireproof,,  that the wiring needed atten­
tion, and that the construction of the building would be 
conducive to the racid spreading of a fire.4® ^ warehouse 
fixe a block from the gallery was used to dramatize the 
danger of fire to the gallery.4^ With the building and 
collection: variously valued at from three million to 
thirty million dollars, City manager moan reported that 
baa premium on an insurance policy of five million dollars 
would be a pronibitive ^47,000 * ear if any company cr 
group would take the policy, iaintings generally could 
not be insured against damage by fire.°° i t  was also 
4 6 Ibid. .  beptember £7, 1937. A chimney-like opening 
would be provided by the large hole in the floor of the main 
gallery room urstairs end tne non-standard skylights. 
These were not 'part of the original "fireproof* design. 
4 9Ibid.,  August 33, 1937. 
50 lb Id.,  j.u^ust 3,  September 4, 1936. 
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publicised that the building was settling;, that there was 
evidence of dry-rot in the basement, end thet the plaster 
was finking* Cans h-d tc bo used to catch the water w...en 
i t  rained because of needed roof repairsThe jaint-
ings were deteriorating mere rapidly than necessary due 
to extremes of temperature in the building, particularly 
in the summer heat of the upper story. Commercial smoke 
and chemical fumes produced by businesses in the area 
added tc this dc-n^er. Air conditioning would be difficult 
and expensive in the old building.^^ In addition to its 
condition, the building had insufficient wall space for 
the size of the collection#. The lighting was very poor 
for the exhibits which were hung. The building was poorly 
located for visits by the people of the city. It was not 
served by public transpcr tation.^ As the election date 
crprcached, the Board of Directors of the California 
Iluseun Association issued a statement summarizing the 
arguments for the novo and reassuring the people of 
.acramento that even if the collection was moved, the 
51lbid., October 14, £4,. i-aich £6, 1937; August 3, 
1936. 
52Ifcid., October £4, 1937; Bee. October £4, 1937. 
^'*Union. October 34, £7, 1937, 
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gfcllery would still be kept end maintained as a museum.54 
exposition to tcio moving of the collection was 
.ra-tnox slow tc envelop. a rival and larger newspaper, 
McClntchy 's Cacramsnto .Tcef supported tne icea in January, 
19^7, tut by the end cf Hay it had taken a definite stand 
against the rejaoval of the collection.^ Xhe first out­
spoken opponent cf THE DSCVQ WAS THE mouths LEI 6 Improvement 
Club, in whose district the art gallery was located. 
This organization urged improvements cn the gallery build­
ing while earnestly opposin^ the removal cf the collection. 
Thay saw that such an eventuality would tend to -de-emphasize 
the existing gallery which was located in their neighbor­
hood. The president cf this organization was George 1, 
iiiuiipp-1 owner cf a funeral parlor located live blocks from 
tne ^ollery. The heathsice Club force!ally carried its 
campaign to th~. , utile with automobile stickers, radio 
p.fi ^ U j aha ho •« t* j_ o j. ad v wit is omenta* ane r o sue 
became somewhat confused when the downtown Improvement 
Club, of which IhLutffp was also an active member, took action 
at a meeting Mai' 29, 1S37 to preserve the old building. 
£4Union. October 24, 1957. 
~5peet Jan ary 16, 1937; May 31, 1937. The lee did, 
however, publish a citizen's letter of opposition, .-.ugust 
22, 1636. 
56Union, ^agust 21, 1936; Bee, June 6, 1937; 
Cctober 16, 1957. 
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The managing diractor of this organization had been cited 
as a supporter of the proposition to build a new gallery 
tile previous suumipr. Its president, John T. ilielton, was 
understood by Harry Pratt to have indicated that the organ­
ization would take no active steps to oppose the new 
location, v.uen the JDo.vnto'L>n Improvement Club took: 
positive action by contacting ether organizations with 
the purpose of assuring that Crocker building itself would 
be preserved, this position was taken by some people to be 
an act of opposition to the moving of the collection to a 
new gallery, At a meeting called August 30, 1937, to 
point up the need for saving the old gallery, if, Klumpp 
was elected chairman of the group because of his active 
opposition to a new gallery.57 The aacranento Realty 
Board reflected the opinions of some Sscramentans that 
the bond issue would be too costly. It advocate, a plan 
to improve the surrounding community in which the gallery 
was located rather than removing that which was good. 
The Sacramento Bee gave full coverage to the ideas of 
persons and organizations which opposed the bond issue. 
It further confused the issue by arguing that Sacramento 
57pga. :^y 29, 31, 1237; Union, ..ay ZC, August 7, 
1257. 
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would be better served by a badly needed municipal theater 
wnich would be self-liquidating in cost. It urged the 
people of Sacramento to defeat the bond issue proposi­
tion.^ 
The electorate of Sacramento defeated tne proposed 
bond issue to build a now art gallery by a vote of 12,676 
to 7,0£0 on November 2, 1927. The Union pointed out that 
other bond issues were faring badly in racramento and 
elsewhere * It pointed out that with the amount cf federal 
spending for various other projects,, the voters were 
reluctant to support such construction unless federal 
funds were also appropriated.^ 
The unsuccessful attempt to obtain a new art 
gallery for Sacramento end the accompany lng concern of 
some Sacraaentans over the old building did have some 
constructive results, Tire month after the election, the 
City Ilanager, James S. fean visited tho gallery on a trip 
of inspection to see vjb/ut improvements might be made at 
that tine, arid v.hat should be planned for the future. 
5£pae. august CI, . ' .optember 1, October 16, £C, 1937. 
Eleanor KcClatchy has since seen the partial realization 
of this dream of a civic theater. 
Union. November 4, 5, 1937. 
£2 
There followed rerairs to the roof, improvements in 
lighting and well coverings; the expenditure lor the 
improvements amounted to ,15,100. 
The number of visitors to the gal lery  also showed 
s marked increase, Attendance figures shew an increase 
froiu 19,236 in 1936 to £5,776 in 1937, and to 2£,COO in 
1939.61 
The following year the voters of Bacrnnento were 
asked to approve a bona issue to add a new wing to the 
gallery, install an elevator, and to improve the basement 
for use as a pioneer museum. This too they rejected. 
The Board of Directors, as well as fix. Iratt, 
was well aware of the needs of the gallery. I.any of the 
paintings were seriously in need of the specialized 
services cf a conservator, hvidences of previous unsuccess­
ful attempts at restoration were also to be noted. 
The Beard was able to see just what could be 
accomplished when the services of Roman C. ti Orrio were 
^Bee, December 7, 1937; December £4, 193o; Union, 
.gril 17, 1936. 
61Uhion, Jixtuaxy 9, 1936; iebruary 1C, 1940. 
SODes, July 16, 1936; Union, ..ujuct o, 1936. 
^Unlon. Do venter 15, 1930; October 1, 1539. 
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obtained for tmea weeks In 1936. He ass persuaded to come 
to baeiamentc by Charles Lor ton, then president of the 
Board oi Hire etc is. Lven in that snort period cf tine it 
was clearly shown ttr.it the cervices oi such on expert would 
be very much to or th- while in terns oi' preserving the 
paintings end in adding to their pleasure value. His work 
on sucn masterpieces as Lucas Cranech's portrait of 
Hiilip Kelanchthon, which was in very poor condition, 
showed how a competent conservator could improve the 
collection. With this evidence, the Directors asked lor 
and received a budget appropriation by the city council 
to obtain the services of seme such competent person.®4 
The nan whose services were procured was Charles f-'# 
Muskavitch. 
Charles iviuskavitcn was born in 1901 in Eoston, the 
descendant of a princely Bussian family. He entered the 
field of art conservation after receiving a Bachelor of 
Science degree in chemical engineering from L fayette 
College, and study at the Museum School cf Fine Arts in 
Boston, When Mr. Zoos kav itch came to the Crocker Gelltry 
he had had experiences in several fields of art research 
and conservation. He had accompanied a harvard 
64fee, :wy 16, 1936; January 19, 1939, 
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archaeological expedition to Egypt as a painter. he 
restored a large alabaster statute of a pharoah of tho 
Old Kingdom fox the Eoston Museum of Fine Arts, He 
was copiesicned to paint a series of historical worses on 
Ancient Egypt f or the Brussels Royal Museum of History and 
Art, He had restored murals in Newport, Rhode Island 
and had worked on the Tulane Mayan collection. In 1S24, 
he served as a technical advisor to Harvard's Fogg 
Museum, where 6dward Waldo Forbes and George Dtcut had 
set up a scientific art conservation department. It was 
here that the term "conservator" was coined to distin­
guish the scientific expert from the traditional crafts­
man.*^ 
Ujon the recommendation of the Fogg Museum in 1956, 
Kuskavitch was retained by the Hoblitzelle Foundation to 
work on its collection of paintings at the Dallas Museum 
of Fine Arts, This work led to his establishment of a 
laboratory for the leruvicn government and the training of 
two men for its staff, 
Harry Iratt 's attention was drawn to Kuskavitch's 
work in Dallas through an article in General Flectric's 
6^Personal interviews, Charles Huskavitch, 19b2-
1SD4; Southwest Business. (Dallas), 17:6, March 17, 195c; 
?Jewu~:ort Herald, (Rhode Island), October Ho, 19o7, 
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A-ng;Jews. An arrangement was made whereby tue services 
of tills conservator we re obtained lor live, end later six 
months of tne year In -aciamento.6? I.uskuvitch first come 
to Sacramento in 1939. 
Charles Muskavitch has brought the use of scien­
tific techniques as well as a knowledge and experience in 
art to the preservation of the treasures of Sacramento's 
B. Crocker Art Gallery. From his Cocker studies he 
has contributed to the library of she dowgxaphs at harvard 
University. By their use the conservator is ablo to study 
an artist's methods of construction and his brush work. 
This is useful in distinguishing between paintings by 
masters ana their students, and copyists ox forgers, 
while at the Crocker, he has developed techniques in the 
study of master drawings, particularly in regard to the 
paper's watermarks, type, and composition, ha has found 
that by the use of special types of photography drawings 
can be studied without the disturbing of mountings, reveal-
iho any notes on the reverse of the sheet.^ Mr. 
66Letter, Richard Foster Howard, director cf the 
DSIIES Museum of Fine Arts, tc George PI. D. Kelly, April 
6, 1037. John William Rogers, The Lusty Texans oi dalles. 
P. 239 * 
^7iJnion, November 7, 1048. 
681 bid»« October 20, 1940; November 9, 1941. 
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Iluskavitch points cat that in painting n restorer must 
confine his work to retoucning places badly in need of 
attention, while being careful not to inject his own 
personality and ideas into the work. In one case at the 
Crocker, a triptych by flans Hemline or his studio, it was 
necessary to copy a face from a small portion of the 
center panel to restore the balance of the work, while 
keeping the mood and intent of the artist. 
to example of Luskavitch's work at the Crocker can 
be seen in an original color sketch by Peter jaul Rubens, 
a sketch preparatory to his work on the Biblical subject 
of iloses1  miracle of the serpents. The completed paint­
ing is at the National Gallery, London. The Crocker work 
had been painted on an oak panel more than one-fourth inch 
in thickness. This panel had warped to a semi-circle,. 
Luskavitch successfully restored the work by scraping down 
the wood tc almost paper thinness ana cementing it  
securely to a heavy aluminum backing. The original vsinisn 
was removed and replaced to give renewed freshness of 
color to the painting. In other instances it has teen 
necessary to carry out such delicate processes as to 
completely remove the paint from a disintegrating canvas 
and replace it intact on a new fabric by the use of 
pressure, rice paper, and heated irons. The Crocker 
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Gallery provides the protiems If not the great master­
pieces which challenge the conservator of some other 
galleries.69 
Hie success which inr. kuskavitch has shown in nis 
work at the L. L. Crocker Art Gallery can be maasured in 
the confidence shown in him by those competent persons who 
tie best acquainted with his problems and accomplishments. 
At the ena of his first season of work tnere in. 1239, 
ilaxry Pratt wrote the conservator, 
As you knew the choice of restorers was left to 
me almost entirely, and 1 felt it as a tremendous 
responsibility. ... lou realized ... that 1 was 
leaving you pretty much to your own program ... 
knowing that the work was in expert end interested 
hands. V!e ere all fully satisfied. 
Frederick P. Vickery., Pratt's successor, also had a high 
respect for the technical competence of the conservator. 
when he became Director of the Qallery sr. Vickery watched 
the conservator's work very carefully as it progressed. 
jjx. Vickery became fully convinced that kuskavitch «.as not 
only fully competent, but that he was also a very superior 
technician.71 In 1950, I-lr. John B. Katthewc, chairman of 
B9iOrsonal interviews, Charles Muskaviteh, 1952-
lSS4i Union. October 20, 1240; November 9, 1941. 
70petter, harry N. Ptatt to C. huskavitch, October 
16, 1939. 
71Personal interview, Frederick i. Vickery, August 
22, 1953. 
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the ait department of Dacranento Junior College, arid member 
of the Board of Directors of the Gallery, observe^ that 
over a third of the C:ocker collection of paintings would 
have been a total lose if the work of conservation mad not 
been started in 19o9.72  Later directors, Don Birrell and 
Ernest Van Harlingen have both shown respect for his 
competence through deference to him in matters pertaining 
to his speciality. 
ill. Iduskavitch has not been able to keep as detailed 
records of his work as he would have wished. These were 
started, but since the work itself is of necessity slow 
and painstaking, and there is so much to be done, the 
Directors felt that the time would be better spent on the 
work itself rather than the keeping cf careful records, 
valuable es tney may be. 
Harry K, Watt's experience in journalism was used 
to good advantage, he uncovered long-hidden pieces of 
statuary, paintings unnoticed in the massed canvases, 
glassware or china which were collector's items, he shared 
his finds with the people of Sacramento through the news­
papers of the city. If he became overenthusiastic in 
things new to him, he made them discoveries for many 
7"Union, July 1&, 1950. 
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£acramentans at the soma time. Of all the material so 
found, there was one field, the old master drawing, which 
was worthy of international artistic attention. 
To most collectors of an earlier generation, 
particularly amateurs, drawings were but the scratched 
notes of the artist. Taa method of the artist 's uevel-
opment of a painting was uninteresting in comparison 
with the finished work, soma notable exceptions to this 
were such devoted collectors as Pierre Jean i-iariette, 
Rudolph ^eigel, and Sir Joshua Reynolds. These men took 
great pride in their collections and studied them care-
fully•73  The recent past has shown an increased interest 
in such drawings as records of the artist 's development 
of an idea,74  
Pratt proved to be an able administrator in his 
handling of the collection of drawings, lie did enough 
preliminary research to determine that there was a possibly 
high potential value in some of the works, and he tne^ 
obtained the services of competent men to carry out 
detailed research. 
73herfcert J. Slater, *.n,Travlngs end Their Value, 
p. SI. 
7 4Personal  interview, John B. Matthews, -aptenter 4, 
1S53. 
so 
l.r. fxutt notified the \.orlu cr tn:, existence of 
the o^ocker collection cf Cravings in en trticle in 
-r icts in^anina cf October , 1907,. he naaestly indicated g 
fev; of too items of the collection, ^ivin^ a fo « Illus­
trations to point up their quality, and jlvinw some 
pr all ml nary i information on the background of thj 
material.75 
This article cans to the attention cf Alfrod 
iJeameyer, Curator of the fills College C. 11 cry of Oakland. 
Dr. Neumoyer had been on the staff of the . rint icon cf 
the Governmental f us earns, Berlin, ana aae the a other cf a 
scnolarly work on illbr echt barer, nans Tie toe, of the 
National Gallery in .ashin^tcn, had already told h'aumeyer 
of the Dtirar nude of the Crocker collection, but i r^-tt's 
7fi 
article broufnt him to aacranento to see for himself. 
The Crocker collection of drawings proved -crth, of 
soma farther attention ty ar. neumeyer. as ^n e.vp-xt- cn 
75iiuiry Koyas Pratt, "Tne a. 1-. Crocker vvollectlcn 
of Old faster Drawings,:" Hints, a:e5-23, uctober, 1937. 
76^ arsenal Interview, ..lfred keur.sycr, July .12, 1953; 
*Yums s Trivas "Lesser known An ex lean Collections, I, the 
CI CrSiS Sul&y "I' *«*%*«*. Ctlll'ornia, J -
licollo. 3U:13h-o7t December, 1940. 
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Dtirer  he h©S part icularly int i iuuaa *i th the nudo, ;  one ol  
tho earl iest  ol '  a  ash s tadias In northern huropo •  ha 
reported his  X'iHaines in  the prof e.c s ion-l  periodical ,  old 
77 faster  drew In.  s%  in October,  1S37.  The results  ol  his  
s tudies ol  t iony ol  the other  German as  s tar  druuin^s ^eie 
published by the 0sl lery in a brochure ty is-rry .  rat t  in 
wnic i  Dr.  Keu&ayer was ^iven credit  lor  his  research.7** 
i rat t  started exhibit ing the drewin„ collect ion as e-xly 
as  July,  1037.  In the lol l  of 113S an exhibit  cf  Gomen 
nrstar  drawings accompanied the publicat ion cf  Prat t ' s  
brochure on the German masters .  
In 1139,  the dutch cultural  marine,  xa Groonu 
^.nstei 'dnciKer,  sent  Kccaa .« 1 ' r ivas to  tao United wtat t , .s  to  
report  on the world 's  la irs  in can i rancisco and de« icrk.  
Dx .  Ixives eas a  successful  ar t  dealer ,  c i l t ic ,  anu expert  
on Dutch paint ings cf  the seventeenth,  century,  l ie  v.es e  
WX ad ante cf  the .cole a  a louvre,  and completed ore!  ucta 
s tudy the Universi ty of  derl in.  i ia  had puclishwd 
several  monographs nnd a  vol  usee on Irans ; i>ls .  
l iuiaa Txives intended visl t i r io the h.  i ; .  Crocker <.xt  
7 7 l freri  ueiwsyex,  -  lbrecht  'Cjier ,  c ,<i^ e  
icaalc f igure,"  Old Pester  U&s,  lo:lo-17,  dun*, ,  x .~o.  
76,;- iarry Noyes ,  rat t ,  Old faster  Braul^afrorn 
jr .  >>.  G'oc^?r Go3 3 oct lcn The ysr^j]  pastern,  Lb ~ 
to  !• i  ii .  teenth Centur ies  .  p.  i i i« 
Gallery between trains la passio^ tnxou^i tlu city. ..hat 
no san tii.ca o uvi iix*ii to return to ^ x_>tarcl*nr, puclc his 
reference library, ond rat era to jacr-u-aeato.^^ There he 
be-an a meticulous study of the Dutch, flemish, Kronen, 
and German drawings of the collection, The Itali.n uorks 
iie left for another to study.Tae results of t:art of 
ills research wore published by the &allery in the broenure, 
furee Centnr ion of Landscape Drawin,-.;.^ 
Dr. 'drives served the Crocker ^rt Gallery uitnout a 
regular salary and asked but a icon for his u^o and a 
place for ills too thousand volume library.^" He died 
before completing his project. Little of his findings 
were actually published, but he left careful records of 
his work. lis conclusions were the result cf exhaustive 
research and wide correspondence with other experts and 
Museums. 
^Personal Interview, Alfred Neuaey er, July H3, 
1903; Alfred Frankenstein, "Sacramento's docker Gallery," 
Kaxezine cf Art. 34:313-14, June-July, 1841; Union. Larch-
17, 1940. 
e0'fuls field remains unstudied. 
bliinin.-i p, frlvas, Toree Centuries of ihndscape 
inp.. ..'ECI anient o: <£« B, Crccker art Gallery, 19ol. 
SSpinrry N. iratt, "supplement to the Annual Report 
cf the Director-manager to the Eoara of Directors cf tne 
F. B. Crocker Art Gallery," 1041. This library has sub­
sequently been purchased by the gallery. 
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Frederick P. Vic ery succeeded xiarry Noyes iratt 
upon tile latter•s death in 1944. Dr. Vickery wes 
appointed Director-i-anager b., the Board of Directors, 
effective July l t  1944. He was recommended by several 
very influential Lacrnnientans. 
Frederick Vickery had been a resident in Sacramento 
for a number of years. His formal education and his 
teaching experience at the University of California, at 
Los Angeles and at the Sacramento Junior College was in 
the field of geology. his early training was, however, as 
an art dealer with his father's Dan irancisco art firm of 
Vickery, Atkins, end Torrey. Dr. Vickery grew up in 
this practical art atmosphere ana received an education 
through experience in art. As an employee of the firm he 
supervised the construction and installation cf designs 
in. jewelry, furniture, interior decoration, and even in 
buildings. To increase his knowledge of the pieces with 
which he worked, he made a particular study of Chinese 
porcelain and translated a German study on Persian pottery. 
He came into close association with several painters of 
the time, particularly with William Keith.^ 
^Letter, Frederick P. Vickery to Jrank D. Hlchel, 
Secretary, Board of Directors, Caliioinia i.useum Associa­
tion, l ay S4, 1944. 
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Frederick Vickery was able to increase the scope cf 
his ait experiences end education with a year of travel in 
Europe. After five years in the art business he was ready 
to return to his formal education. He had acquired a 
practical knowledge of art principles and a discriminating 
taste in several fields of the arts. He had also learned 
to distinguish between the taste of the public and that 
of the art Ci i tics. Then he had entered the field of 
geology, not to return to art as a profession until he 
came to the Crocker art Gallery.64  
Frederick Vic&ery found the Board generally 
interested in the Crocker Gallery ana nelpful to him in 
his work. Herbert v.hite end Arthur Devlin, lawyers of 
Sacramento, and J. A .  £• Butler snowed particular interest 
in his work. Vickery felt that it was the policy of the 
Bo^rd to pick tneir manager and then to nelp him. He was 
permitted to plan the gallery»s activities and to carry 
them out. The particular concern of the Directors was in 
the over-all relations between the gallery ©no the public. 
The Board was also effective in persuading the Sacramento 
City Council to make adequate appropriations to meet the 
64Personal interview, Frederick P. Vickery, 
August £6, 1955* 
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gallery^ budget. 
It was the responsibility or the director-manager 
to formulate a budget for the gallery. The budget was 
tnen reviewed by the Board of Directors and subsequently 
presented for the consideration of the City Council. In 
this the salaries were fixe?, under the civil service regu­
lations of the city. The budget also Included estimates 
lor maintenance, repairs, equipment, and visiting exhibi­
tions. Another item was for the contracted service of 
the conservator. The City Council being little interested 
in culture and very interested in possible economies, the 
Board of Directors of the gallery were often hard-pressed 
to persuade the Council to retain the services of the 
conservator. It was frequently necessary to remind them 
that a good businesslike policy dictated the preservation 
of trie treasures in order to protect the original invest­
ment, The budget, which was not exceeued, usually amounted 
to about forty thousand dollars.*^ 
Frederick Victory arranged the Crocker galleries 
more tastefully, rehung the pictures more harmoniously 
and, with the nelpful ideas of the staff, effected a better 
^^lerscnal interview, Frederick 1. Vickery, August 
25, 1953. 
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systematized storage arrangement in the basement. An in­
ventory snd cataloging oi the items of the collection wts 
also accomplished, u better lighted end ventlletau studio 
was provided for the conservator on the second floor. 
The somewhat retiring personality of Dr. Vickery 
was happ Hy supplemented by the charm and exhuberence cf 
his cultured wife. Vickery found his biggest problem in 
the arousing of interest of P-fi-cx amen tans in the gallery. 
The f-unday afternoon concerts institutes by Harry irstt 
were continued and the number of performances increased 
to six or eight a season. Mrs, Vickery was particularly 
helpful in working with a committee of women who planned 
the concerts, received the visitors, served tea, and 
otherwise made the visitors seem like chosen guests in a 
nospltable household. Concert attendance increased from 
about tairty-five to standing room only. The project was 
aided by the Music Performance Trust fund of the ,acre-
mento bxsnch cf the American Federation cf Musicians. 
These concerts not only brought public attention to the 
gallery, but forwarded an interest in chamber music in 
the city, end they allowed many young artists cf northern 
California to appear before the public under favorable 
circumstances. 
Mrs. Vickery elso provided a fortunate liaison 
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between tile ^allery and the Kingsley Ait Club of the 
city. This crganizp.tion, established in lbf3, began as a 
small study club. During V«« F. Jackson's ncminis troticn 
the club started to meet in the gallery. It  exjended i ts 
activities to the sponsoring of art shows end the obtain­
ing of outside speakers. I t  also presented a painting 
to the gallery from time to time. The ^cilery, under 
Frederick Vickery encouraged the club ith an arrangement 
whereby i t  was charged no exhibition foe fox the use of 
the gallery and this money, which the club was able to 
save, and the money usually spent by the gallery for the 
costs of'  an exhibition was used for prizes. This helped 
to raise the show to a very high quality. 
firs.  Vickery clso promoted interest in tho gallery 
tnrougn a series of articles en the gallery in the 
,Sacramento Short ing hews under the pseudonym, "C. 
Currieux. , , f c 6  
One cl the most interesting and popular exhibits 
during tho administration of F. P. Vickery was the 
?'n cy domed in Brltannlca collection. This exhibit of one 
nundrec fifty-six pointings was originally assembles as 
illustrations for the encyclopedia. The snow was poweriul 
S^xeisonnl interview, Frederick P. and r-Irs, Vickery, 
August 2b, 1953. 
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end didactic. Vickery*s early art experience was ;  ut to 
good ase In en effective hanging of the sho\. ' .  .Another 
visiting exhibit of note was of works of the Phlnc.3 
artist and scholar, Chang Chu-chi. Tho purpose cf the 
show end cf Dr. Chang's visit was tc demonstrate that 
there were high grade scholars in China, a point about 
which the Chinese felt that United States easterners 
seemed skeptical. 
The Director's experience as an art dealer also 
prove, valuable in obtaining shows which were within the 
budget of the gallery and yet of popular interust. He «as 
even able at tines to gat shows without express or 
insurance costs. Ho realized that commercial studies showed 
what the people liked; thoy displayed what .-cold sell 
rather than that which pleased the critics. Locating a 
..ork which impressed him in a showroom, he would inquire 
as to the artist who did it.  One such instance occurred 
at Gump's In Dan Francisco. Vickery saw a portrait by 
Jonnieux,. found the artist 's studio, and with his foot 
still on the stop, announced himself by sayino l  '• I ' ll  show 
you." Uiis artist 's work v. as realistic one had not teen 
shown by any big museums. The resulting show turn^c out 
to be one of the most popular of Vickery«s administration. 
In this manner the Director sometimes had a. small balance 
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remaining at the end of the year of the amount appropri­
ated for that purpose, even though the appropriation vvas 
a sum of only three hundred dollars. 
Alfred Naumeyer 's interest in the Crocker Art 
Gallery ccntinjod during the administration of Frederick 
Pickery. His services were retained for the writing of a 
new handbook for the collection. In preparation for this 
catalogue, Neumsyar conipsred his ideas on the attribu­
tions oi many of the paintings with colleagues at Harvard 
University in the summer of 1946.The manuscript which 
Alfred Naumoyox presented was mere erudite then popular in 
its approach. Nevertheless, ho apparently did not 
consider it  a definitive work. Ha suggested to .Frederick 
Vickeiy that a study of the drawings of the collection 
could be mad a within a budget of approximately five 
thousand doll-xs. He suggested the retention of special­
ists in the fields of Italian, trench, German, and Dutch 
art. faca specialist should contribute notes fox every 
drawing in his field, end be expected to publish the results 
cf his findings in maga-zlnas of art history. Kris would 
result in material for the preparation cf a catalogue, 
e7A11 red Neuaeyer, Handbook of the S. B. Crocker Art 
Gallery. Sacra; en to. US, P* 
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scholarly publications on the Items of the Crocker collec­
t i o n ,  a n d  a  g r o w i n g  r e c o g n i t i o n  c f  t h e  g a l l  s t y . T h e  
plan was not adopted, but remains s possible epproech to 
study for the future. 
Upon reaching retirement age under the city's 
civil service regulations, Dr. Vickery wes required to 
leave the gallery. Despite the ruling of the city's 
attorney in William Jackson's case, his selection ty the 
California Museum association, and their wish that ho 
remain, the city attorney ruled that Vickary did co..e 
within the requirements of this ordinance and that he must 
retire. Frederick Vickary left the gal lery,  later to 
become the Director in residence of the ycntalvo Founda­
tion of the -an Francisco Art Association at Saratoga, 
California. 
The Directors chose one of their movers, John D. 
Matthews, head of the art department of Sacramento -Junior 
College, to act as Director for the summer of IDDO, thus 
giving them tine to consider an appointee. 
Tae Board of Directors, in considering the needs oi 
the Crocker /It  Gallery, cnosa the next Director-*.-na0ar 
^Letter,  Alfred Meumayer to Frederick Vickery, 
Q. d. 
1C1 
par t icular ly  with the ;uxpose c i  nnkin^ the cu:er ;  te t ter  
known end r .cre  useful  to  the people  of  „acrr  nut~.  pr  
achieve t i l ls  they chose e  ycun^,  fhcrcrcntou,  , .cn i  ! r r< :  , c -
The nev; director v.as torn in her tut ri-i^s-h 
in  Eecxeisentc .  ho a t tended Sacramento*c scncols  t . rcn^u 
the Junior  col lege,  h i lo  at tendin^,  . .ncr ; . .  .eoto Junior  
College he received some experience tnrcu.„h In- .  daManin^;  
end production cf art balls In 194.2 and 194b. .his Junior 
col lege educat ion \xs  interrupted by turec y,< re '  service 
in  the a i r  force d ur ine V.orld , \ s r  I I .  Mr rol l  iks^ 
s tudied a t  the Ghouinaxd Inst i tute  cf  Los / .n_nl<-:  .  to 
had charge of that institution's gallery -hilo he wrs 
there .  l ie  taught  design wad advert is ing a t  th  - Ur . iv . rs i ty  
of Alabama. In the sanuers c-f 1S4G to 1949 Lou 1 -arcM 
assis ted Grant  auxins  in  the pic:  axut ion of  o .niMt. .  a t  
9  C 
the gal lery oi  the Cal i fornia  State  fa i r .  
nat ion to  ? r t  .  Ml* 1  4•* 
v '..e.S in an inform4-! type of art 
Don Ei i re l l ' s  chief  contr i te  
the Crocker  «r t  Gal lery 
educat ion.  He a t tempted to  broaden tno "C J 'C  
tas te  both in  respect  to  a  knouloaj .a  of  <-o i to  
„ •„ . rt • no in tm. recognition 
e x p e r i m e n t s  a n d  a c h i e v e m e n t s  a n  r o »  •  
•  •«-1th- 'w da * t  catcr  4 .  
^"personal  in ter  vie  v., John £•  ••• v* * *  
*.  7  19 M •  
^- i r re l l .  Auc a s t  ~ •  
SOfersonal  interview. ,  Don D 
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of good design in fields other than the traditional 
graphic arts. He attempted to point up good design in 
such tilings as furniture, the packaging of industrial 
products,, advertising, ana even such tilings as city 
planning. To carry out these aims he used loth visiting 
snows and exhibits wnicn originated with the Crocker Alt 
Gallery. Ha secured u selection of works from the 
Gu&genneim collection of modern pbintings which were hung 
for several mcntns, thus allowing time for study and dis­
cussion. Xuis sno* was opened witn an art lecture by an 
expert in that field, tie obtained a showing of acalamtndre 
textiles from New York. In addition to such innovations 
at the Crocker, he also showed more traditional mediums, 
such as the sculpture of Bernard Rosenthal and allan 
Williams. 
Einell's most original present-tions were in two 
shows whicn were planned and executed at the ̂ allery it­
self. The first gallery-originated show was preseated 
in September and October of 1251. The theme was "Conquest 
of Space." The show was based on a book title by Chesley 
Bonstell ana Willie Ley. Ten thousand people atteaued 
this show. The success of this exhibit encouraged Birrell 
and his staff to produce anotncr. From October to 
December of IS52, "Good Resign— Today's Taste," was shown. 
This was describes in its accompanying brochure as "en 
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exhibition cf ideas for better livin^ and management. 1 , 9 1  
In the designing of this show and brochure Birr ell  had the 
assistance of George Louie, Sacramento ueslgner. The 
visiter to the exhibit was able to see well-planned rooms 
which suggested new ideas in taste, objects, end Uiuterlals.  
Office machines, industrial equipment, toys, advertising, 
and packaging which were designed with effectiveness and 
in good taste were displayed. 
Don Birrell was also interested in the redevelop­
ment movement in Baciamenta. This plan, now under way, 
was forwarded by the gallery with a peep show of current 
conditions and future possibilities. Birrell saw that the 
gallery too would benefit in that there was hope for an 
improvement in it  s neighborhood. I t  mi&ht even provice a 
setting ior a new ^allery for the better housing of parts 
of the present collection as well us a more compatible 
showing of contemporary works. 
In the more formal fields of art education, the 
gallery inaugurated a series of children's classes in 
painting. Sixty children a season in several sections, 
are being given a ten-week opportunity to develop ideas in 
9 1Good Design—Today's Teste. p. 2. 
ersonal interviews, Don R. Birrell,  1S52—lSBu. 
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art. Vvith the cooperation of the docmunity v. elf are 
Council, a class of aged adults meet once a month to learn 
techniques in painting and to discuss their works. 
Eirrell resigned the ],ositlon of CIrector-J-'-anag e r 
of the E. B, Croci;ar Art Gallery October 10, 1952>, to re­
enter the field of creative design. He felt that his 
influence in tile community had actually been slighter than 
he had hoped. fie had found the gallery a difficult agency 
with which to challenge the imagination cf the people of 
Sacramento# 
Don Birrell was succeeded by his assistant, Ernest 
Van Harlingen. This Sacramento artist was elected by the 
Board from a very promising list of applicants. His fine 
work and earlier commercial experience proved him capable 
in the preparation of displays. His active interest in 
the gallery as a place of historic importance as well as 
his appreciation of the artistic values of the institution, 
ana, above all his enthusiasm ana success in working with 
people, were factors which urged this choice upon the Board 
of Directors. In it the Board was strongly encouraged by 
S3pQisonal interviews, Ernest Van fiarlingen, ^da­
is 54. Photographs of the children at work have recently 
teen exhibited at UNESCO House in Paris end in Italy. 
1C 
the artists of recremento.94 
•eventy years have passed since Bcvsmtoi cb, 1674, 
when the first exploratory meetin^ of the California 
Busaum Association was held. The Board of Directors is 
now all that remains of this institution. The Board is 
at present made up of ten business end proles clonal men 
of Sacxener.to. i2r• Charles E. Von Geldein is president,, 
and its members (1555) are <•>rthur C. Bevlin, Stephen 
Downey, Lawrence Ellis, Bert daisreiter, Charles X.. Goethe 
i\ ilelvyn lawson, John B. Matthew, H. Connor Temple ton, 
and Herbert E« white• The City oi jjucrtunanto is ro1 re­
sented by its Mayor, H. H. iisndren. 
^Personal Interview, Jonn 13. iatthew, jaca-.ber 51, 
1954. 
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If art values aie personal things varying with the 
observer in taste, time, end experience, then it should 
not be surprising that the E. B. Crocker Art Cillery and 
the collection have been described by oifferent persons 
expressing varying reactions. Many visitors to the city 
can be overheard remarking as to the careful state of 
preservation of the building and of the painstaking work 
which was necessary in its construction.1  Bono visitors 
look for what they like, some are concerned with names. 
But intermittently the press carries comments by visiting 
art scholars and experts who exclaim with surprise that 
Sacramento has some things th^-t are of interest and value 
to the serious student of art.2  They would not compare 
it  with the great galleries oi the world, but they are 
1Francis U. Taylor, Director of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, has said that it is the best T r es^rveo 
building of its period in the United states,^with perhaps 
one exception, iersonul interview, John 1. i.atthew, 
December 31, 1954. 
2*nna Spitmueller, assistant Curator of Vienna's 
Mihprtinn Museum recently expressed amazement at the 
number of aSs'of firjt inp.rtonce in tbe colleeUon. 
Personal interview, Ernest Van hsrlin^en, December ~1, 
1954. 
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pleasantly surprised to find tlx-1 their stop has been very 
worthwhile. Some have returned, while ethers have spoken 
of their finds to persons of like interests. 
xopular taste in ait has changed with the passing 
of time. Vhen Judge Crocker sent his new acquisitions 
from Europe, the German schools of Munich and Lusseldoxf 
were very popular. Kaulbach end iilety were the leaders 
in popularity and influence in Munich.^ Crocker bought a 
painting by each of taese. Julius Mufti 's "ianquet of 
queen Joanna Keel Naples" was quite popular when shown in 
Can Francisco in 1671.4  Eernhard Reinhold'c "Young 
Stonemason dating His Lunch'1  was than, and still is one 
cf the moot popular paintings in the collection. Eut the 
Munich ana D^sseldorf schools are now in eclipse. The 
market value of their paintings is less than when produced. 
They may some day come tack to popularity, for they did 
have some facility, even though they were realistic and 
sentimental.^ lor present, at least, many oi these 
oversized paintings are stored in the basement. 
3 Art Journal. (London), 6;514, 537, October-November * 
1669. 
4gan Francisco ida ily Alt a Calll oxnia. October 16, 
1671. 
personal interview, John E». Matthew, htiad, art 
deportment, Sacramento Junior College, .eptembei 4, .  
Personal interview, C. Muskavltch, July lb, 190^. 
lets 
«vany bettsr-kno.<n museums in. this country dap end 
upon visiting exhibits for tneir test oilcrings. The S. 
E. Crocker Art l-llory, on the other hand, lx.s its best 
offerings in its permanent collection* For reasons cf 
economy, and with limited wall space, the Crocker cannot 
display all of its own collection at one time, and so has 
less space available for visiting exhibits. 
His Crocker collection is outstanding for a city cf 
the size of Sacramento. Its relative position of impor­
tance has declined, however, with the passing cf time. 
At the time of Ivdwln Crocker's purchases it was considered 
to be one of the finest private collections in the United 
Atates. Its value was possibly overrated at first, .fita 
the passing of time experts have recognized that some cf 
its earlier attributions were in error. These reattri-
tutions have generally been to lesser persons than the 
masters to whom they were accredited. An Andrea del Sarto 
is now a Sassoferato; a Jordaens has become a Tarbiuggen, 
If this has lessened the exotic attraction of a name, it 
has not changed the inherent qualities of the individual 
works nor the true value of the collection cf paintings 
in its representations of the various schools showing the 
development of western art. 
The relative importance of the collection has also 
1C9 
declined because of the a-pearsnce of better endowed and 
still growing institutions. There have since appeared 
collections In the west which contain v.ell kncv.r. Indivi­
dual paintings. If the Crocker remains the eleventh 
eldest public gallery in America, it is no longer the 
most important in California. Furthermore, it is 
unfortunate that the Crocker collection is so close to 
being a "cosd" collection. It hes no acquisition fund of 
sufficient size to bo practical. J'r. C# i\ Goethe, n 
present member of the Board of Directors, did contribute 
one hundred dollars for the starting of such a fund 
following a public appeal by Alfred Nemaeyer, but no one 
has followed this lead.** 
The most notable exception to this static condition 
is the very sizeable donation—in-progress of European 
religious pieces being generously contributed by pre. <-nd 
iiis. Ralph Lee of liillsborough. The H. 5, Kress Founda­
tion has also made soma outstanding contributions. As 
welcome as such gifts are, there seems little promise of 
an orderly balancing of the collection. The mnglish, 
French, and Spanish schools, and seme early California 
artists are inadequately represented. Contemporary works 
^Personal interview, Alfred Maumeyoi, July aa, 
IS 53. 
axe not bein& acquired, If red Keuseyer has particularly 
pointed up this condition In regard to the joint!n^c, cs 
ilens i i ictze has with the orewinds.7  
ihs 2inepers and Directors hnve teen a v;rra thot,  
locking en acquisition fund, they ttUst i t ly upon donations 
of viorks by people w!ic have then to give. Yet the duties 
of the gallery leave l i t tle time for its Director to make 
contacts \ .hicn will prove fruitful fn the future# i 'r~. 
Lima cpreckels /hi pointed out the possibility cl this 
source of acquisitions v.hen, in making a donation vhich 
included tao Louis XII tapestries, and an antique Ispahan 
prayer rug, she invited others to make such gifts without 
excessive financial sacrifice to themselves because of 
possible income tax deductions.6  
A considered expert description of the Crocker 
collection of paintings has come from ,-lfred ttoumeyer in 
his manuscript handbook of the collection. 
2he. collection of paintings, even without °0£}^n-
ing works of eminent masters, represents a eat asset 
S°the community. I t  offers a first ^  acquaintance 
with paintings of the different European schools from 
7  Hans Tietze, ~urorean Paster Drawings in the Unipaa 
States, p. ix. 
^letter,  Lima gprecklos /111 to harry h. lxatt,  
January 7, 1940. 
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15CC to tiic nineteenth Gentury. It taches an In­
sight into tha manifold Interpretations of tne world 
by various agas end nationalities. It t  roe an to 
different methods of craftsmanship whi.cn support 
different conceits of beauty. It c_n and it  snould tu 
enjoyed first of ell for its own sake, that is far 
the plans ares vihicn the wcila of colour ml .con 
give to every cpeneyed end openminued person. Beyond 
that  ̂  taa collection c-n serve as isi i ll us -rated 
history of European culture in its diversified 
.aspects. .  .  
i.itn otiroi *aits of the collection in aim, ho has a^sxn 
referred to it as a very amusin^ cultural documentation 
of the taste of Crooner's ;mrlod as mil as of a parson 
who could afford to pat secondary and miner wcriis of old 
masters.10  2hs collection's advantage in showing the 
development of western art is one which newly formed 
museums usually do not have. A city which was to £tait a 
collection now might acquire a few uooo paintings, but it 
wouai be unlikely that it could achieve representative 
examples to show such evolution.11  21* -hit31 iioll has 
also pointed out that really tpOod pictures are becoming 
mare rare, more difficult to acquire, throughout the 
world.12  
®Alfred rleuaieyer, f!5 handbook of the 5« B^ Grocker 
>;rt Jallerv. mcramento, pp. 5-4. 
1®i ersonal interview, Alfred Neuniayer, July 53, 1953 
11 j eiscnal interview., alfred Neumeyer, July 53, 1953 
l2Sacramento Bee, n.d., clipping from scraptook, 
BTivate Fook of w.»_ F. Jackson, p. 75. 
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Whet is the. nonet pry vclua of the Cro c!:cr . rt 
G-llery? This common yardstick cf valuo hr.c little real 
meaning in art. Market valuer of single art pieces vary 
considerably when sold at auction, for instance. The 
value may depend upon the general availability cf money 
at the time, the popularity of the artist, and the general 
desirability of the particular art work. What Judge 
Crocker paid for his collection we do not know. In 19it, 
George Barron of the Golden Cite Kuseua cf CI.n Francisco 
said that Sacramento• s collection could n:t to replaced 
fox less then thirty million dollarsMost estimates 
are much more conservative. 
In the schools of painters represented, the collec­
tion is particularly rich in seventeenth century Flemish 
and Dutch rtlit.tie masters,'1 and cf minor works cf come 
bettar-known artists. The families of Fruegel and Tenrexs 
are represented by several oi their mo:iters; Futons, „akob 
van Ruisdael, and Van lyck are only a few names to bo 
found, 
•fhe Italian schools of painting are mainly repre­
sented by sixteenth and seventeenth century artists such 
as Gctido Rani, ietastlani Del fiombo, lernaraino auini, 
^Unidentified newspaper clipping, ibid., p. 7b; 
cf. facremanto Fee. October 1.9, 1929. 
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the Carracci, and Carletto Veronese. 
German, French, .Hiiglisn, and Spanish schools axe 
also represented. A portrait of philipp kelanchthon, by 
the German artist Lucas Cranach, the Younger, is of 
interest to the student of history, jhany of the paintings 
of these schools are of uncertain attribution. 
Where the relative importance of the Crocker collec­
tion of paintings is declining, the importance of the 
collection of drawings is increasing. There has been an 
awakened interest in drawings in the last quarter century 
on the part of students of art. Drawings show the master 
actually creating; they show the process of thu develop­
ment of his ideas 
Numa S. Trivas pointed up the importance of the 
Crocker collection of drawings by noting that foreign 
visitors to LeidQn*s University seldom fail to see the 
print room, yet the Crocker collection is in many respects 
more interesting and important. Trivas rated the Crocker 
collection among the six. most interesting americarx 
collections of drawings, including those ci J. P# lor&aa 
and Harvard University.15 
•^Personal Interview, John kutthew, ̂ eptv-inbex 4, 
1253, 
15Secra^ento Union, I'arch 10, 1940. 
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Of the nearly one thousand drawings of the 
collection, Allied Noumeyer has singled out about one 
hundred of the first order and of international, importance 
and another five hundred fifty of excellent quality. He 
cautions that monetary values have very limited meaning in 
art, but hs at one time approximated the value of the 
drawing collection to be from one to two million dollars. 
The Dux ex nude alone he valued at from thirty to fifty 
thousand dollars in 1236. Durer's drawings axe fine and 
rare.^ A comparable D'uier has recently brought sixty 
thousand dollars at auction.^ Another drawin^, which has 
received some recognition is one by Carpacclo, Hans 
Tietze requested its loan for a lecture, pointing out that 
it is all that remains of the decorations in the ducal 
palace in Venice destroyed by fire in 1577.^ A drawing 
of dodo birds by F.oelandt davery has added to information 
on this extinct bird. 
A large part of the drawing collection was formerly 
a part of the drawing collection of the discriminating 
Impersonal interview, Alfred Neumeyer, July 22, 
1953; tfeumayer, OJD. cit.. p« 42; Bee. April 16, 1236. 
Impersonal interview, Ernest Van Baxllngen, 
September 4, 1954. 
^Letter, Blake Aloore Godwin to Herbert a. white, 
January 17, 1940. Exiles xiatze-Conxot, "Decorative joint­
ings of the Venetian Renaissance Reconstruetea from Draw­
ings," Art Quarterly. 3:16, 20-21, -inter, 1940. 
Nude Female Figure 
drawing 
by 
Albrecht Durer, 1471-1526 
Courtesy of the E« B. Crocker Art Gallery 
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nineteenth century German collector, Rudolph ..eigel, Hans 
Tietze, rightly or otherwise, has cited Crocker as an 
example cf a layman who. relied upon an important collec­
tion to avoid thy pitfalls cf inexperience v;hich has 
characterized soma United States collections.19 
The schools test represented in the drawing 
collection axe the German, the Dutch and flemish, and the 
Italian. The drawings range in date from the early part 
of the fifteenth to the middle of the nineteenth centuries. 
Alfred Neumeyer notes that they axe in an excellent state 
of preservation.20 
The gallery's greatest actuel value to c x r*i t o 
today is to a larger extent in its pleasure and service 
to the community rather than as a place where art works 
of older masters ere seen and studied by art scholars. It 
is an agency where in youth learns new experiences in ciea-
tive art duxin^ the summer months, and where the aged find 
an interesting hobby and a stimulus to their imaginations. 
Residents and visitors can here enjoy tire products of 
earlier generations. It is, too, a place where young 
musicians get experience before a sympathetic audience en 
19 
Tietze, o£. cit., p. ix. 
20^eumeyer, or. cit., p. 42. 
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Sunday afternoons. liera also lcco.1 artist ^rcuos can 
display their ticiks before the public as .all as 
visitors. It was one of the first tjallorlos of the 
country tc sponsor e rental gallery of uorks of local 
artists. In this it is Joined by the Tuesday Club of 
facramento. It has presented ideas In ̂ ocd taste in every­
day things for the consideration of tha community. If in 
Its permanent collection the gallery is largely static, in 
these public services it acts as a more dynamic force in 
the community• 
CHAPTER. 7 XX 
THE GALLERY AHD THE FJTURE 
Tile people of sacramcnto Have Leon most fortunate 
in Having such an institution as the E. E. Crocker Art 
Gallery, It was long an institution which was unique 
among the states west of the .Mississippi Hi vex. It is 
still of first importance in its drawlno collection. 
The greatest value of tha paintings is in the represen­
tation of various earlier schools in presenting a survey 
of the development of western art. 
The facts that the collection is so nearly static, 
and that the community has not provided better facilities 
for the display and the safekeeping of the art works are 
partially mitigated by the willingness of the city to 
maintain the museum since lobb. Tho city has been rather 
unique in having assumed the responsibility of the support 
of the institution through taxation. The sixe of tae 
budget, though modest for such an institution, shows that 
this support is far from being niggardly, 
Tae building itself is well preserved in appearance 
but only because of tha spending of a considerable amount 
1 Personal interview, Alfred Neumeyer, July £3, 1953 
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of money. As the building ages, increasec amounts are 
needad. Such funds axe well spent, tut this further 
pi events the meeting of other needs at such an institu­
tion. 
Xh the past the institution has met the needs of 
the community in various ways. It has acted as a co.mxiun— 
ity cultural canter as «ell as a traditional gallery of 
ait. Its service can be improveu by changes whicn. have 
been suggested by persons qualified to know its needs unci 
potentialities. 
One most pressing need of the collection is ior new 
or improved housing. Until recently the answer to this 
problem seemea to be in a different building in a better 
location. Present redevelopment plans for the neighborhood 
will probably improve the gallery*s surroundings in 
addition to providing a possible site for a new building 
whicn would provide increased exhibition space and a more 
compatible setting for contemporary art works. It will 
also make more practicable the use of the institution in 
the evenings, ffiie present provision of a large parking lot 
to the rear of the gallery has already encouraged this use. 
«. second pressing need of the institution is for 
physical improvements on ths present ^allery building. Don 
Birrell has indicated that structural improvements are 
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needed from the basement to the ilrst llcor. The sky­
lights will hsve to be replaced ox covered,2 inch of the 
pest Directors since b. I. Jackson has indict.tod the need 
lor en elevator to zsoloe acre practicable the use cf all of 
the building, dc^e cf the, most interestint; selleries are 
on the second floor, et present inaccessible to the aged 
em to invalids. This would also make the development of 
unused areas of the tes em ant ii ore i ractlcable,3 hir 
conditioning is a feature greatly to be desired, tut is 
nearly prohibitive in cost for this old building. The 
present temperature extremes of the building, as well 
as the industrial dusts of the area, hasten the deteriora­
tion of the paintings of the permanent collection ana make 
it difficult to obtain attractive visitin^ shows.4 The 
fire hazard to the property not only provides a real 
danger to the existence of the collection itself, but is 
a constant factor in the minds of the Directors. This was 
^personal interview, Don biiroll, August 27, 1253. 
^Letter, E. B. Dhorwin, city manager, to the i_d dCl * Si# wuuj. • ~v — "w# w . 
crenento City Council, August 17. 1245; perS?r.al Inter-
sws, Frederick: i. Victory, ..ujsust 2b, 19ji; oon l~i.rroll, 
igust 27, 1853* 
^Personal interview, Arthur G» Devlin, September 4, 
1853. 
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one of the pressures whicn discouraged Don firroll prior 
to his rosiga-ticn.5 The collection cannot be insured 
against loss by lira. 
Thirdly, the institution stands ^reatly in need of 
some sympathetic organization tc advance its interests end 
to help meet its needs beycad the maintenance provided by 
the city, The Board of Directors of the California 
Bus sum Association is the only group ucrkin0 exclusively 
in the interests cf the gallery, t.n organisation devoted 
to the promotion of the tallery could prove very useful. 
The too static condition of the collection could be 
remedied in two ways. Dr. Keumayer has urged the 
development cf the acquisition fund.^ This fund was 
started by a one hundred dollar donation by Charles K. 
Goethe of the £o_id of Directors, fio further contribu­
tions have been made. Another possibility is the building 
of the collection through gifts. The conation of 
religious pieces by Kr. and Bis. Ralph Bee is moat welcome 
in this regard. These carved ana poly chromed figures and 
altarpieces axe filling a real need in the collection. 
Other gifts have been lost to the collection in trie past 
because of tne lack of some group to male this need known. 
^Personal interview, Ben Birrell, August 27, 1S53. 
6Personal interview, Alfred Keuaeyer, July 22, 1923. 
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The Invitations fox derations by the j recent Director, 
ijrnast Yr.n :isrlingen, should in this vcy to given sub­
stantial impetus. A supporting organization might also 
promote the naaced study cf the present collection.^ 
.A fourth requirement is less pressinc. but no less 
zeal. This is the field cf the technical study cf the 
collection. Charles Kuskevitch has dene something toward 
this end as well as in the direction cf the physical 
preservation of the collection. The work of Alfred 
Kearney er and Kama 5. Trlvas remains unfinished, recramento 
cannot c;:p .ct to be as fortunate in obtaining experts at 
so littlo cost as it has been in the post. The collection 
cf drawings, in particular, is worthy of further study, 
i-J.fred euneyer has suggested a plan whereby this study 
could ts mcde r.t a cost which should net be prohibitive.® 
Frederick f. Vickary has also suggested that a scholarship 
for such a study -would be worth-while.9  Either plan 
7'fne need, fox such an organisation has repeatedly 
teen proposed. Letter, Harry Koyes Pratt to Herbert g. 
v. 'hite, February 14, 124C; Frederick P. Vickery, "Agenda, 
meeting of the Directors of the California Kuseum Associa­
tion, " duly a, 1246j interview, -ithur Devlin, deptemter 4, 
1253. 
personal interview., Alfred Neumeyer, July 23, 1953; 
see p. 29. 
9Personal intervlaw, Frederick P. Vickexy, August 2£ 
1953. 1  
Ih4 
might veil be finance* thres h the efforts of a 
sympathetic supporting organization. Tb i usefulness of 
the Crocker library ho5 been limited by its 1; ck cf 
organization mi its uncatalogued condition. 
The institution cf the art gallery ;reviles 
substantial servicas <*:nd pleasures to th~ pernio of 
Cacremento as it exists today. Its potentialities arc 
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